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ABSTRACT
CINEMATIC REALISM AND DIGITAL SPECIAL EFFECTS 
IN HOLLYWOOD CINEMA
Tolga Güney 
M.F.A. in Graphical Arts 
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Bülent Özgüç 
May, 1996
This thesis attempts to understand changing conceptions of realism in 
entertainment cinema by the emergence of digital special effects as an 
implication of new modes of production in contemporary Hollywood 
cinema. It focuses on the reflexive, intertextual, and hyperreal 
characteristics of contemporary Hollywood films. It also includes a brief 
overview of technological history of special effects in Hollywood
cinema.
Key Terms: Special Effects, Digital Special Effects, Classical Hollywood 
Cinema, The New Hollywood Cinema
m
ÖZET
SİNEMA GERÇEKÇİLİĞİ VE
HOLLYWOOD SİNEMASINDA SAYISAL GÖRSEL EFEKTLER
Tolga Güney 
Grafik Tasarım Bölümü 
Yüksek Lisans
Tez Danışmanı: Prof. Dr. Bülent Özgüç 
May, 1996
Bu tez, çağdaş Hollywood sinemasındaki yeni üretim biçimleriyle 
beraber kendini gösteren sayısal görsel effektlerin yeniden 
yapılandırdığı sinema gerçekçiliğini anlamlandırmayı amaçlamaktadır. 
Çağdaş Hollywood sinemasının refleksif, metinlerarası ve hiper- 
gerçekçi özellikleri üzerinde yoğunlaşılmıştır. Tez, aynı zamanda 
Hollywood sinemasında kullanılan görsel effektlerin geniş bir 
teknolojik tarihini de içermektedir.
Anahtar Terimler: Görsel Efektler, Sayısal Görsel Efektler, Klasik 
Hollywood Sineması, Çağdaş Hollywood Sineması
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1. INTRODUCTION
When everyone dislikes something, it should be examined. 
When everyone likes something, it should be examined.
Conf icius
1.1. statement of the Purpose
The inevitable computerization of imagery over the past twenty years 
has had dramatic impacts on our visual culture. Digital technology has 
penetrated into every stage of communication and entertainment 
media. It has also created new forms, such as internet, video games, 
virtual reality systems, etc. And the new media brought about new 
modes of visual experience, as well as new practices of image 
production. Within such a situation, conceptions of traditional media 
have been reshaped inevitably. Photography, for instance, is no more a 
'see to believe' medium.
Entertainment cinema, especially Hollywood cinema, both affected and 
reflected the cultural condition of the contemporary information 
society, with its modes of production, themes of its films and its modes 
of spectatorial experience. As one of the implications of the digital era, 
digital special effects became increasingly popular in film production 
and proved that it has a great public acceptance.
Films of the contemporary period via its special effects, fast pace, and 
high action bring about new conceptions of how entertainment cinema 
is now understood. On the one hand, these films attach to traditional 
conceptions of entertainment cinema in the classical era of Hollywood. 
On the other hand, they present a departure reshaping certain modes of 
spectatorial experiences, pleasures, and expectations.
In this thesis, reconceptualizations of cinematic realism, due to the 
popularization of digital special effects are studied. Therefore, how 
digital special effects relate to essentially photographic and 
conventionally narrative nature of entertainment cinema is taken into 
consideration as the focus point.
1.2, Procedural Overview
Starting point of this thesis is a brief overview of technological history 
of special effects in Hollywood. An introductory section of a discussion 
on technological determinism is studied in order to eliminate the 
misleading approach to treat technology as the only driving force to 
further changes in social and cultural life. In the same respect, digital 
special effects are not treated as the only determinant, in spite of the 
fact that they are positioned at the center, for new conceptions of 
cinematic realism. On the contrary, utilization of higher technologies, 
new functions of visual culture, changing life styles, as well as 
economical and governmental situations which simultaneously 
interrelate with each other are studied.
Technological history of special effects cover the developments of 
traditional special effects since the beginning of the cinema. 
Furthermore, special effects signify the developments in digital special 
effects in connection with related research and developments in 
computer graphics technology, as they are applied in specific film 
productions.
In this context. Chapter 3 is about the nature of digital technology. 
Understanding the inherent characteristics of digital technology 
provide a useful insight about how they challenge the way traditional 
media are seized.
Chapter 4 covers the issues of realism as applied to cinema. Therein, 
different theories of realism are first discussed in order to understand 
the criteria to judge a representation as realistic. Cinematic realism is 
discussed in three headings which are the most significant features that 
generate the reality effect of cinema. First section is on photographic 
nature of cinema. Second section discusses the concept of motion. 
Third section discusses the dominant form of narration in Hollywood 
cinema. Phenomenal process of narration is explained to compare the 
narrational forms in the New Hollywood with that of classical.
Chapter 5 discusses three distinctive characteristics of the New 
Hollywood cinema, that have significant impacts on the understanding 
of cinematic realism in the contemporary age: reflexivity, 
intertextuality, and hyperreality. We start with an explanation of the 
distinctive characteristics of the films of the New Hollywood. The 
concept of reflexivity is explained with the case of the film Jumanji 
(Dir. Joe Johnson, 1995). The section discusses the reflexive nature of 
digital special effects and how they produce the identification of 
spectators with certain characters in the film. The concept of 
intertextuality is explained focusing on the appropriation of cartoon 
imagery to films to produce intertextual forms. The films. The Mask 
(Dir. Charles Russel, 1994) and Casper (Dir. Brad Silberling, 1995), are 
taken as a case study on intertextuality. For the notion of hyperreality, a 
concept introduced by Baudrilliard, provides us with invaluable 
treatments to explain the contemporary understanding of cinematic 
realism better.
The final section is about the future of digital special effects and their 
possible applications on emerging media forms.
1.3. Definition of KeyTerms
1.3.1. Special Effects
The term refers to a broad range of imagery achieved by unusual 
technical means of film production. Special effects are generally 
employed when the desired result is too expensive, dangerous, or 
simply impossible to achieve by normal means. The general definition 
includes both types of effects created before and after the creation of the 
original film footage. The first type of effects which are created in front 
of the camera when it is shooting are generally called mechanical 
effects and refer to various kinds of phenomena that are created 
mechanically on the set. This group would include the creation of 
natural phenomena such as rain, snow, and fog and the production of 
fire and explosions of any sort or size, the use of miniatures, robots, 
and life-size models, elaborate make-up effects.
The second type of effects, that are created after the shooting of the 
original film footage, are generally called visual effects and achieved by 
the manipulation, combination, and internally creation of filmic 
imagery as well as images of various other sources (cartoons, computer 
generated images, etc.) through special optical or electronic processes. 
Effects created through optical processes are called optical effects or 
opticals and achieved in an optical printer. The optical printer alters 
the original image by duplicating it on a second or later generation film 
with some alteration in lighting or exposure or with new image 
components added. Optical effects might be employed to combine live 
action and animation or characters and a new setting through matting 
techniques. Electronic process include all sorts of effects that can be 
achieved through electronic devices, especially through the digital 
computer. The digital computer offers a broad range of options limited 
by the state-of-the hardware technology and programmed instructions 
(software) to the computer. Sometimes, visual and mechanical effects 
are used together. For example, stop-motion animation includes the 
use of mechanical models and specially designed cameras. Computer­
generated-characters may be animated by the use of motion-capture- 
systems.
1.3.2. Digital Special Effects
The term refers to all sorts of special effects created by the use of 
computer systems. It includes the digital compositing of filmic, cartoon 
and computer generated imagery, image processing, and computer 
animation. Digital compositing is the extension of optical matting 
techniques to the digital medium. Digital processes provides wider 
options for seamless compositions without loss of quality. Image 
processing refers to the manipulation of the images, such as enhancing 
the contrast of an image, blending images, changing shapes and colors, 
deleting parts of ain image and so on. The term computer animation is, 
in fact, imprecise and encompasses a variety of applications which 
include any form of animation created via computer, such as creating 
in-betweens for two-dimensional animation, animated image- 
processing effects (for example, morphing). The term computer 
animation as applied to film-making refers mostly to frame-by-frame 
batch computed recordings, in-which the computer is used to model 
the geometry of the time varying scenes, execute camera motion, 
compute in-between interpolation of key-frames and create photo­
realistic renderings. Because computer animation as applied to film 
making is mostly created by the use of three-dimensional (3D) data 
structures of models, be them human-like characters, objects, or 
environmental elements, the term 3D computer animation and 
computer animation can be used interchangeable in film making. A 
special branch of computer animation is computer character 
animation, and is the most popular form and also the most elaborate 
from of application of digital special effects in contemporary films. 
Computer character animation depicts a human-like creature and gives 
it its own personal character, often anthropomorphic. It is the practice 
of casting computer-generated actors.
protagonist who initiates an action and an antagonist who resists it. 
Classical narrative structure begins with a disruption initiated by the 
protagonist or a natural phenomena, and the subsequent scenes 
intensify this disruption. The rest of the film narrates how the 
disruption will be resolved with the logic of cause and effect, with each 
scene implying a link to the next. Dramatic details that do not intensify 
the central disruption are suppressed or subordinated to an incidental 
function. The disruption builds to its maximum in the climax, at 
which point the protagonist and the antagonist clash overtly. After 
their confrontation, the dramatic intensity subsides in the resolution. 
The story ends with some kind of formal closure - traditionally, a death 
in tragedies, a return to normalcy in domestic dramas, etc.
Classical cinema emphasizes unity, plausibility and coherence of its 
constituent parts. Each shot is seamlessly linked to the next with a 
smooth flow of action and a sense of inevitability. And every element 
of film serves to the construction of the narrative. The formula is 
remarkably flexible and can be effectively applied to all genre forms.
The system of Classical Hollywood Cinema as an industry broke up 
under the impact of the US. Supreme Court's 1948 decision declaring 
vertical integration illegal. Besides, the emergence of television as an 
alternative entertainment medium radically changed the habits of 
going to the theaters. However, Hollywood of the era has played a 
pervasive and a significant role in the cultural definition and 
consciousness of entertainment cinema. Therefore, the term Classical 
Hollywood Cinema or shortly Classical Cinema is more useful as a 
general term, not to describe a certain historical category, but to call 
attention to the prevalence of its filmic procedures and styles.
1.3.4. The New Hollywood Cinema
The term refers to the American cinema after World War II, when 
Hollywood's Studio System broke down, and commercial television 
emerged as an alternative entertainment medium. The eventual 
collapse of the studios as independent entities was followed by their
gradual takeover by huge commercial conglomerates, many of which 
had tie-in companies in related industries like publishing, TV 
production, and the music industry. For the new businessmen of the 
film industry, the movies were not treated as standing alone 
commodities, that are shown only in theaters, but under the same 
corporate umbrella, a movie could be turned into many products - a 
book, a soundtrack album, a video cassette, or a video game, and 
newspapers and magazines owned by the same corporation could 
review them all. Vertical integration formula of the classical era was 
replaced by horizontal diversification. On the other hand, people 
would not go to the movies to see mass-produced films. Only 
exceptional, "big" films could drive them back to the theater. So, the 
New Hollywood relied heavily on movie blockbusters to generate 
revenues. Hence, the new formula - production of high-cost, high-tech 
movie blockbusters with multi-industrial applications - could both 
serve to revive theaters and to generate even more revenues from 
other entertainment forms. This characterization of the New 
Hollywood is dearly experienced, for the first time, with the release of 
Jaws (Dir. Steven Spielberg) in 1975 and Star Wars (Dir. George Lucas) 
in 1977.
The new mode of production also reshaped the "general look" of 
movies, bringing new practices to the system of narrative conventions, 
the utilization of technical and stylistic devices, etc. Because movies 
were now to be seen on Television and on VCR's, and applied to video 
games, cartoons and comics, and because new forms of audio-visual 
entertainment and changing life-styles reshaped the modes of 
spectatorial experience, the movie blockbusters relied heavily on 
producing visual spectacles, rather than complex narratives. Technical 
and stylistic virtuosity became significant characteristics of the New 
Hollywood Cinema. Therefore, the term "New Hollywood Cinema", 
like classical cinema, can be used to describe, not only a specific 
historical period, but also the mode of production and textual 
characteristics of the contemporary period.
2. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
2.1. Is the History of Cinema Technological Determinist? 
Cinema is based on technology. In fact, all art forms and 
communication media are based on technology in varying degrees of 
sophistication. In all media, there exist artists who consciously choose 
to free themselves from technology's determining positions: 
minimalist painters and performance artists are two examples. 
However, in cinema even a minimal film production, which tires to 
make use of technology as little as possible, requires a certain level of 
sophistication in technology. This creates two contrasting situations: 
The necessary dependence on technology at a certain state restricts the 
parameters of artistic representation, while the innovations making 
use of the dependence on technology provides new ways of 
expressions, that can be unique to the medium. Motion picture 
industry has exploited technology for basically two purposes since 
1890's: to minimize production costs, and to extend the vocabulary of 
cinematic representation.
The obvious fact that Hollywood is a business enterprise, led 
Hollywood to search for ways to minimize its production costs. New 
technologies have been introduced for effective production, 
minimizing cost and time consumed. It was, also why the "Studio 
System", and as a consequence, an empowering film grammar, namely 
"Classical Hollywood Cinema," developed. It is ironic, that Classical 
Hollywood Cinema has created a powerful impression of reality with 
its limited parameters of expression. For instance, basic established 
styles of editing enabled film-makers to shoot battle scenes of hundreds 
of people, with a handful of actors, by making use of close-ups, shot- 
counter shot editing, etc.
The exploitation of technology to extend the vocabulary of cinematic 
representation is also due to two economical purposes: internal and 
external competition. Some innovations, such as sound, color, wide­
screen, 3-D viewing were introduced to compete with other emerging
entertainment media, especially television, by the hope of creating 
distinctive forms unique to the cinematic medium. On the other hand, 
some other innovations were introduced to increase the limited 
parameters of cinematic conventions, in order to come up with 
distinctive products among internal competitors. Such innovations 
include portable cameras, enhancement of production techniques to 
achieve better sound and picture quality, special effects techniques, that 
include computer effects.
The spectator sitting in a dark movie theater is generally unaware of 
the sophisticated technology utilized "behind" the screen. It is only 
when something goes wrong - the projector bulb turns out, the image 
loses focus, the volume is set too high or too low - that the 
technological complexity of the cinema is foregrounded. However, 
foregrounding the technology, not by making things go wrong, but 
showing off the reflections of sophisticated technology to dazzle the 
viewer, has been a deliberate aim of most films, especially those that 
use elaborate computer visual effects.
Allen argues that most analysis of technological histories of film 
thrusts technological determinism (Allen, 1985: 112). In these 
technological historical views, technological inventions are seen 
central to further changes and practices in economical, sociological, and 
cultural perspectives. For instance, Raymond Fielding, a historian of 
film technology, comments:
"All my work as a historian, at least in recent years, has 
proceeded from the premise that the history of the motion 
picture - as an art form, as a medium of communication, and as 
an industry - has been determined principally by technological 
innovations and considerations." (Fielding, 1980: 2)
For Fielding, what the filmmakers can achieve artistically is already 
established and determined by the technological parameters available
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to them. Similarly, Jacobs and some other film historians, refer to the 
"Great Man" theory of history. The great inventors are celebrated for 
their contribution to the technology of cinema, and then another set of 
great individuals, who saw the possibilities inherent in technological 
change, make use of these inventions to produce distinctive aesthetic 
forms in films. Once again, the technological advancement itself 
determines the nature of that artistic fulfillment, and when a particular 
innovation has been overexposed, there springs another great 
individual to push the state of technology one step higher.
Such historical views provide a very narrow perspective to understand 
technological change. Technology has not always been a cause and the 
rest effects. What such views neglect are the underlying forces that 
cause technologies evolve. As stated before, wide-screen and 3-D 
viewing, for example, were developed in order to compete with 
television, not just for the sake of a new form of representation.
Raymond Williams makes a distinction about the theoretical views on 
technological change. At the one extreme, there are the views based on 
technological determinism, which is "an immensely powerful and 
now highly orthodox view of the nature of social change" (Williams, 
1992: 7). Williams explains the process as follows:
"New technologies are discovered, by an essentially internal 
process of research and development, which then sets the 
conditions for social change and progress. Progress, in particular, 
is the history of these inventions, which 'created the modern 
world.' The effects of these technologies, whether direct or 
indirect, foreseen or unforeseen, are as it were the rest of 
history." (Williams, 1992: 7)
On the other extreme, are the views that focus on social change, as
N
Williams suggests:
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"By contrast with pure technological determinism, this view 
emphasizes other causal factors in social change. It then 
considers particular technologies, or a complex of technologies, 
as sym ptoms of change of some other kind. Any particular 
technology is then as it were a by-product of a social process that 
is otherwise determined." (Williams, 1992: 7)
Williams further argues that each position, though in different ways, 
has abstracted technology from society. While the technologically 
determinist view assumes research and development as self­
generating, the opposite view assumes the new technologies do not 
effect social-change, but just provide new utilities. Williams, then, 
prefers a view, where technological and social change are mutually 
interdependent. Such a view restores intention to the process of 
research and development, whose activity is based on certain processes 
and practices not as marginal but central to social needs.
The case of production of special visual effects using digital technology 
should also be understood in such a view. It is not only the mere 
developments in digital technology that make computer visual effects 
readily applicable to cinema. When we look at production processes of 
computer effects in most blockbuster films, we see that the specialized 
production-houses in computer effects developed project-based 
software and even hardware. There is intentional research and 
development for computer effects specific to a film.
On the other hand, as Kenneth Von Günden suggests, the filmmakers 
of such films, such as Francis Ford Coppola, George Lucas, and Steven 
Spielberg have consciously and unconsciously reflected, in their films, 
the way they grew up and were educated in a society of postmodernism 
(Günden, 1991: 2). For Günden, these filmmakers are embodiments of 
their postmodern times and their film-school education. Firstly, they 
had grown up in the age of television, which over-circulated almost all 
Hollywood films. Therefore, they were familiar with all sorts of 
Hollywood films since childhood. They were already consumers of the
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postmodern culture before they became producers. Hence, they had 
been influenced by the culture of pastiche, recombination, and 
juxtaposition that so ubiquitously surrounded both producers and 
consumers. And secondly, the new generation of filmmakers had a 
different intellectual background from those of older directors like 
Kurosawa, Lean, Hitchcock, Ford and Welles. Most of them had 
attended film schools at one time or another, something few of their 
predecessors did, and they had acquired a well-established knowledge 
of cinema, and especially classical Hollywood cinema. Therefore, 
unlike their predecessors, their inspirations for films seem to have 
come less from literature, theater, and politics, that inspired many of 
their idols, than from the films themselves (Günden, 1991: 6). Further, 
the films of the new generation filmmakers brought about new 
experiences of spectatorship, which was not hard to adopt for the 
contemporary spectators, who had become sophisticated readers of 
films with a huge repertoire of film viewing experience.
Consequently, technology in cinema cannot be at a deterministic 
position, being as the only effect for further film practices, spectatorial 
experience, and new cultural formations. Developments in technology, 
changing life-styles and pleasures of visual experience, and new forms 
of film practices are all interdependent on each other, simultaneously 
and constantly.
2.2. History of Traditional Special Effects
Hollywood has been keen to use ingenious devices since the turn of 
the century. Emphasis on naturalism in the period brought about its 
opposite. George Melies, recognized as the father of special effects, was 
originally a magician. When he seized upon films as a new vehicle for 
illusion in 1896, he began devising cinematic techniques to create 
illusionistic scenes. In his movie career from 1896 to 1912, he produced 
over five hundred short films, the most notable being his fantasy films, 
especially A Trip to the Moon (1902). In the famous scene that the 
rocket hits the face of the moon right in the eye, the rocket was painted 
card-board and the face peering out from the moon appeared to be
13
Fig. 1 Film Still. A Trip To The Moon. Dir. Georges Melies. 1902.
covered with thickened shaving cream. The means are naive, but the 
effect is charming, like a primitive painting comes to life, and its sole 
intent was to delight and amuse (Eyman, 1991: 10) (Fig. 1). Melies had 
photographed a number of his trick films utilizing the stage trickery of 
magicians, but he also achieved a number of effects that are only 
possible through photographic techniques such as stop-motion, 
animation, miniatures, multiple exposure, matting and dissolve. 
Melies' influence was strong in American film production. Notably, 
films of Edison, such as The Dream of a Rarebit Fiend (1906), and Pipe 
Dreams (1903) reflect this influence.
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Throughout the silent-film period, basic visual effects such as slow and 
fast motion, fades, dissolves or superimpositions and distorted and 
altered images were achieved through direct use of the camera. 
Stationary matting techniques were developed to composite separate 
film footage optically. It was also in this period that traveling matte 
processes were developed. Unlike procedures using a single matte to 
block out a stationary area of an image to fit the new picture element, 
traveling mattes as its name suggests, changed from frame to frame, 
allowing moving subjects to be combined with separately 
photographed backgrounds. Such processes were used with great effect 
in the 1926 production Ben Hur (Dir. Fred Niblo).
The advent of sound brought new demand on special effects 
departments. Since films now had to be shot largely in the studios 
where dialogue could be properly recorded, external settings had to be 
added to the action through photographic trickery. The rear-projection 
process was developed because of this necessity and allowed a 
separately photographed background to be projected unto the rear of a 
translucent screen and combined with live-action photographed before 
the screen.
Development of the optical printer dramatically increased both the 
options possible to create special effects and quality of the work. Such a 
device is basically a projector and camera facing one another with a 
light behind the positive in the projector sending the image onto a lens 
which then focuses it onto the negative in the camera. The optical 
printer became the key tool for creating transitions such as fades, 
dissolves, and wipes; for combining the frame elements from separate 
images in superimposition, split-screen pictures, and composite 
pictures made through stationary or traveling mattes; for altering 
action through skip-frame printing, multiple-frame printing, and 
freeze-framing; and for altering the image by using lenses to elongate, 
compress, or fragment the picture into various patterns.
15
Fig. 2 Film Still. King Kong. Dir. Merian C. Cooper. RKO, 1933.
King Kong (Dir. Merian C. Cooper), originally produced in 1933, was 
one of the most famous special effects film of all times and an 
inspiration for many of today’s filmmakers (Fig. 2). With the optical 
trick photography effects as well as stop motion and miniature 
techniques of special effects wizard Willis O'Brien, the film remains an 
occasion for wonder and amazement after all these years (Sennet, 1983: 
170).
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Development of tripack color film in 1950's had a direct impact on 
special effects cinematography. Color film permitted better traveling 
matte processes, especially the blue-screen process in which actors 
illuminated in white light against a blue background are photographed 
on a color negative from which mattes can be derived by means of 
color-separated positives. The foreground action of the actors can then 
be combined with a background shot separately by means of these 
mattes in an optical printer. The blue-screen processes was very 
popular during the 1950's and was used in the most impressive effects 
film of the decade. The Ten Commandments (Dir. Cecile B. de Mille, 
1956).
In 1968, 2001: A Space Odyssep directed by Stanley Kubrick, revitalized 
the entire field of special effects, as well as the science-fiction genre, 
pointing the way to the future of film. The film expertly advanced a 
number of special effects techniques, such as slit-screen process and 
front-projection. Youthful audiences especially were astonished by the 
movie's special effects and its provocative mysticism. Eyman, explains 
Kubrick's intention in making the film as follows:
"Kubrick set out to make a new kind of film - nonverbal, 
ambiguous, and mythical. He wanted to create a visual 
experience about ideas, and experience that reached the mind 
through the feelings and penetrated the subconscious with its 
emotional and philosophical content. To accomplish this, he 
discarded the concept of plot almost completely - an audacious 
decision, considering the movie's 141-minute length." (Eyman, 
1991:335-6)
The film was also a reflection of the emerging tendencies in film 
production in the era of the New Hollywood, which relied on high- 
tech movie blockbusters with an emphasis on visual spectacle than 
narrative.
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The next important step in special effects technology was the 
development of motion-control systems. Motion-control systems are 
electronically programmed to control with absolute precision the 
motion of the camera in various types of effect shots. This technique 
was employed with great success in director George Lucas's Star Wars 
(1977). An enhanced version of the system, which also allowed the 
control of the model created a more natural, blurred movement 
eliminating the stroboscopic effect of a figure's motion, and it was 
successfully utilized in Return of the Jedi (Dir. George Lucas, 1983). 
Mention should also be made of director Steven Spielberg's Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind (1977) which achieved some stunning 
results with models, front projection, motion-control and matting.
2.3. History of Digital Special Effects
While most of the traditional techniques of special effects are still 
indispensable today, computer effects are becoming an increasingly 
feasible option for film sequences that are costly, difficult, dangerous, or 
even impossible to achieve using conventional photography. Bendazzi 
explains computer effects' overt power on traditional ones:
"Computer generated images are not constrained by the laws of 
gravity. They can go anywhere the director wants them to go, at 
any speed, at any time during a sequence. Reality can be mixed 
with the unreal at the flip of a switch. Unlike models used in 
stop-motion or miniature photography where a shot's length is 
limited by the size and available travel of the motion control 
device used, computer generated scenes can be almost any length 
desired." (Bendazzi, 1994: 442)
In its early days, computer effects were particularly appropriate for 
science-fiction films. However, as the trajectory will show, it is now the 
most effective medium, that supplies the demanded imagery by 
surrealistic films (such as The Mask. Dir. Charles Russel, 1994) and 
even by films of fairy tales (such as Casper. Dir. Brad Silberling, 1995).
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The film, in which computer animation was used for the first time in 
history, was W estworld (Dir. Michael Crichton, 1973), which was 
produced by MGM and released in 1973 (Smith, 1983: 28). Computer 
animation was used to create the illusion of visual perception of a 
robot. Information International Inc. (Triple I), founded in 1970s, 
became responsible for the production of the film's computer generated 
special effect sequences, which were full color raster graphics, and 
hence pioneered the application of this new trend to the film industry. 
Following W estzvorld, they produced the computer animation 
sequences of Futureworld (Dir. Richard T. Heffron, 1976), released in 
1976 (Richard, 1989: 30).
The emerging use of computer effects in the entertainment industry, 
and more specifically in the commercial film industry corresponds to 
the era of technical advances in computer graphics which focused on 
the pursuit of increased realism in computer imaging. The objective 
was achieved by the search for efficient algorithms to remove hidden 
surfaces (a computational bottleneck) and aliasing (the jagged edges), as 
well as algorithms to improve texture mapping, lighting and shading 
of two and three dimensional images.
The research carried in the University of Utah's computer program 
provided the efficient algorithms to achieve the objective with the 
efforts of Frank Crow, Ed Catmull, James Blin, and Phong Bui-Tuong 
(Richard, 1989: 72-3). Frank Craw developed the anti-aliasing and 
shading algorithms in 1977 (Frank, 1977). Ed Catmull's research focused 
on hidden-surface removal algorithms with anti-aliasing capabilities. 
Results of his research including the famous z-buffer algorithm for 
curved surfaces, were recorded in the 1978 SICCRAPH Proceedings 
(Catmull, 1978: 6-11). James Blin carried research on texture mapping 
and light reflection. Blin, later produced over seven hours (530 scenes) 
of computer animation for the television program "The Mechanical 
Universe": an educational television program on mathematics Tunded 
by the Annenberg/CPB Project (Richard, 1989: 75). Finally, Phong Bui-
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Tuong created the lighting and shading model that bears his name and 
is still widely used in the industry (Bendazzi, 1994: 440).
Along with the research on developing techniques to create realistic 
computer generated imagery, Alvie Ray Smith at the New York 
Institute of Technology developed the PAINT system with its hardware 
and software in 1975, which has become the standard of today's paint 
systems. Richard Shoup of XEROX PARC computer science laboratory, 
created his enhanced "Superpaint" system using the newly developed 
frame-buffer technology. This system led to the first commercially 
viable raster graphics productions (Bendazzi, 1994: 440).
Research and development were also carried by the industry. Triple I 
was one of the leaders in research activities while it produced much of 
the computer generated imagery seen by the public during the period. 
Many claim that it defined the state-of-the-art of computer animation 
(Richard, 1989: 89). After Westivorld and Futureworld, they produced 
the computer effect sequences for director Michael Crichton's film 
Looker released in 1981. It was the first time in Looker that three- 
dimensional computer graphic techniques were used in a feature film 
(Goodman, 1987: 178).
MAGI was another leading company in computer special effects. Their 
approach to the production of computer imagery was very different 
from the others. While other companies' technologies were based on 
representing three-dimensional objects with polygons, they used three- 
dimensional solid representations (Richard, 1989: 82). They also 
developed the ray-tracing algorithms for rendering. It is interesting that 
when MAGI was first founded in 1966, they were engaged in the 
business of nuclear industry, and they had developed ray-tracing 
algorithms not originally for simulated photography, but simulating 
nuclear radiation. The idea of applying this algorithm to trace the path 
of the light rays in reverse order, from the lens of the camera to the 
object and to the light source led them to the development of ray­
tracing algorithms to achieve photo-realistic quality in the rendered
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images. Along with this innovation, they decided to work in the 
entertainment business.
Most of the advances in computer animation of the period were 
combined and reflected in the film TRON  (Dir. Steven Lisberger), 
which was released by Disney Production in 1982 (Fig. 3). Until Disney's 
1995-release film Toy Story (Dir. John Lasseter, 1995), which is a totally 
computer animated feature film, TRON  had held the record for the 
greatest amount of computer animation used in a film, with 15 
minutes (235 scenes) of computer generated imagery. The film was 
about a computer programmer who attempted to prove his suspicions 
about the honesty of his boss by entering the computer system himself. 
TRON demonstrated the full range of visual effects that could then be 
produced by computer. Traditional animation techniques combined 
with the latest technology gave TRON the look and feel of a computer 
arcade game. The traditional technique consisted of filming actors 
wearing white costumes covered with patterns of black lines
Fig. 3 Film Still. TRON. Dir. Steven Lisberger. Walt Disney/Lisberger-
Kushner, 1982.
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representing computer circuits against a black backdrop, 
photographically enlarging each frame as a black and white 
transparency, backlighting the frames to create a glow effect on figures, 
and finally rephotograhing (Baker, 1993: 114). T R O N  was a 
computational success as Bill Croyer, one of the computer animation 
choreographers of the film, asserted:
"There was nothing done with the computers on TRON  that 
could not have been done with conventional animation given 
45 million dollars and one hundred years." (Goodman, 1987: 179)
In order to execute all the computations for, the different scenes, the 
service of four of the leading high-resolution commercial production 
companies were enlisted: MAGI, Triple I, Robert Abel & Associates, 
and Digital Effects (Richard, 1989: 87).
TRON,  though being a showcase film in the history of computer 
effects, was not a commercial success, and diminished Hollywood's 
appetite for computer effects. Furthermore, Magi and Triple I decided 
to go out of film entertainment business after the release of TRON. For 
Baker, the failure was due to the lack of visual spectacle of computer 
generated works in early 1980's. He, further, argues:
"Much simulated computer graphics had to be introduced, using 
traditional methods, to match expectations of the visual quality 
of computer graphics." (Baker, 1993: 114-5)
Furthermore, current state of digital technology could not provide a 
broader scope beyond its use as images of high-tech in feature films. 
Another reason was the perceived high-cost of computer generated 
work, and therefore few directors could take the risk of using the 
untried technology in an innovative way.
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Despite the discouraging attitude of Hollywood toward computer 
effects, the individuals in the research and development camp of 
computer graphics were still enthusiastic about the computer power. 
The early 1980's, therefore, marked the emergence of the second wave 
or the second generation of computer effects production houses as 
Judson Rosebush termed them (Richard, 1989: 92). Two of them 
focused on the film entertainment industry: Computer Graphics 
Project division of Lucasfilm which emerged by the efforts of Ed 
Catmull and Alvie Ray Smith and later became Pixar, and Digital 
Productions which was founded in 1981 by John Whitney Jr. and Gary 
Demos who were the driving forces of the computer effects projects in 
Triple I. These production houses focused on the design and 
production of unique images. Some of them also designed software 
tools and fabricated and built hardware equipment. (Richard, 1989: 92)
Digital Productions was founded in 1981 by John Witney Jr. and Gary 
Demos, who had departed from Triple I. They could not convince the 
Triple I management that computational power offered a future in 
film special effects after the commercial failure of TRON.  Digital 
Production constantly depended on supercomputing capabilities for 
image making, and a Cray computer, one of the most expensive pieces 
of equipment the industry offered, was purchased to supply the 
demands for the creation of realistic simulation of the natural world. 
Two of the projects carried out by Digital Productions include: the 
creation of the spaceship in The Last Star Fighter (Dir. Nick Castle, 
1984), and the flying owl title sequence for Jim Henson's film Labyrinth 
(Dir. Jim Henson, 1986). However, as Richard argues, these productions 
could not reveal a "simulation of the natural world," but rather the 
"simulation of mythical fabricated worlds" (Richard, 1989: 114).
The most innovative computer effect productions of the decade are 
credited to the Computer Graphics Project division of Lucasfilro, which 
was established in 1979. The division, later in 1986, became an 
independent company called Pixar. Before joining Computer Graphics 
Project division of Lucasfilm, both Catmull and Smith were doing
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research in the New York Institute of Technology (NYIT). In NYIT, 
Catmull had designed the Computer-Assisted Animation System 
(CAAS) and the animation program "TWEEN," and Smith had 
developed the "PAINT" system. At the beginnings Lucasfilm hesitated 
about investing money in a computer division, until it was apparent 
that their film The Empire Strikes Back (Dir. Irvin Kershner, 1980) 
would be successful. With the success of the film, the computer effects 
division speeded up the efforts to establish a group of individuals who 
could serve both the design of the equipment requested by Lucas and 
also contribute to a computer graphics effort (Richard, 1989; 97).
Their first project was for Startrek II, The Wrath of Khan (Dir. Nicholas 
Meger), released by Paramount Pictures in 1982. The special effects 
division of Lucasfilm, Industrial Light and Magic (ILM), was assigned 
to produce the special effect sequences in the film. ILM decided to create 
the famous sixty-eight-sequence "Genesis Effect" by the collaboration of 
Computer Graphics Division. Smith defines the visual problem of the 
sequence as follows:
"They wanted to show early in the movie what the genesis effect 
was, some kind of demonstration of what it means to turn death 
into life." (Richard, 1989: 99)
The "Genesis Effect" was a demonstration of the software and the 
hardware equipment developed in Lucasfilm. The hardware system, 
called the Pixar Image Computer was specially designed to serve for a 
number of image-processing capabilities used by ILM (Goodman, 1987: 
179). The sophisticated effects used in the "Genesis Effect" consisted of 
fractals, particle systems, bump mapping, motion blur, splines, 
quadratic surfaces, bicubic patch surfaces and matting. Smith confirms 
this observation;
"Every time we do an animation, since it is not our business, we 
do it to demonstrate a new technique that has never been
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mastered before. Genesis demo showed fractals for the first time 
and particle systems, and a tiny bit of motion blur." (Richard, 
1989:100-1)
The fractal mountains and oceans, as well as the complex camera 
moves were created by Loren Carpenter, who was an expert on fractals. 
The technique called "Particle Systems," which was developed by Bill 
Reeves, was a breakthrough in object modeling and facilitated the 
creation of fuzzy objects such as fire, clouds and water (Richard, 1989: 
100).
"Particle Systems" were also used for the explosion caused by the 
destruction of the Death Star's power generator in Return of the Jedi 
(Dir. Richard Marquand), released in 1983. The thirty-seven-second 
sequence took Bill Reeves and Tom Duff four months to complete, 
including compositing and writing the animation program (Goodman, 
1987:179).
Despite major accomplishments in 1980's, computer animation's 
mathematical structure, based on rigid geometric shapes, still could not 
prove to be a viable medium for character animation production, as 
Bendazzi has put it:
"Traditional animators continued to view computer animation 
with great skepticism. It was not the personal type of expressive 
medium they were used to working with. Serious involvement 
required large mainframe computers that cost hundreds of 
thousands of dollars, considerable financial resources and 
necessitated collaboration with technicians." (Bendazzi, 1994: 
441)
First examples of how computer could be utilized to do character 
animation came from a number of animated short films. The Wild 
Things, which was given a special presentation at the 1984 Canadian
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International Animation Festival, astounded many animators and 
helped them to foresee the potentials of computer for character 
animation. In the same year, Susan Van Baerle's Snoot and Miittly and 
Lucasfilm's The Adventure's of Andre and Wally B, were the two 
following award-wining demonstrators of character animation on 
computer (Bendazzi, 1994: 441). The Adventures of Andre and Wally B, 
while demonstrating 3D computer animation with stretch and squeeze 
effects, motion blur and the "teardrop" effect, is a notable example of 
collaboration of traditional animators with computer experts. John 
Lasseter, who left Disney and joined Lucasfilm computer graphics 
group, was a well trained animator and became responsible for the 
characters and the story in The Adventures of Andre and Wally B. 
Alvie Ray Smith directed the film, and Bill Reeves, Rob Cook, Ed 
Catmull and Loren Carpenter all collaborated on the technical aspects. 
Smith explains the collaboration in the manner of a jazz quartet leader: 
"We had Loren on fractals, Rob Cook on texture maps, and Bill Reeves 
on Particle systems" (Richard, 1989: 101).
Young Sherlock Holmes (Dir. Barry Levinson, 1985) , was the first 
attempt to demonstrate a computer-generated character in a feature 
film, in the form of a stained glass knight. Lucasfilm Computer 
Graphics team produced the sequence known as "Glassman," in which 
a stained glass window in a church is shattered by a sword-wielding 
soldier emerging from the glass, who then chases a startled priest into 
the street. Another new technique was also used for the first time in a 
feature film. The filming process was not done directly off a CRT as 
before, rather the sequence was scanned with a laser onto the film: an 
image of much greater vibrancy and detail than was possible with 
previous computer-generated special effects (Goodman, 1987: 179).
In 1986, the Computer Graphics Project group departed from Lucasfilm, 
and officially became its own company, Pixar. An internationally 
acclaimed short animated film, Luxo Jr., was their first production 
under the company name Pixar, and depicted Pixar's technical 
advances of articulated self shadowing. It had also used distributed
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light sources with in the scene itself (Richard, 1989:102). For Bendazzi, 
the film was a "traditional piece of computer generated character 
animation about happy parent and child 'Luxo' lamps" (Bendazzi, 1994: 
441). Subsequently, they produced another short animated film. Red's 
Dream, which was of extreme technical complexity. Carpenter describes 
Red's Dream as "a movie that had two phases in it... Some of it would 
be gritty reality and another would be fantasy in a different world" 
(Richard, 1989:102).
Toward the late 1980's, computer techniques reached such a climax 
point that they looked far less as though machine-generated, and 
combined with emergent talents of designers and animators who have 
adopted to the new medium, computer character animation developed 
as a distinct branch of computer graphics. The computer animated 
films of Pixar since its first inception as well as of Symbolics (another 
notable computer animation production house) were almost 
indistinguishable from those produced using traditional techniques 
(Baker, 1993: 115). And in April 1989, Tin Toy produced as a short 
animated film by Pixar, won the first Oscar ever awarded for a 
computer animated film. This was an indication of the demolishing of 
the film industry's unhealthy look at computer animation, and a clear 
statement that computer animation was a respected film genre within 
the film industry.
Toward the late 1980's and in 1990's, Hollywood's appetite for computer 
effects grew at an accelerated speed. This was mainly due to the 
increased computational power with low costs, the emergence of in- 
house and off-the shelf techniques to perfect the photo-realistic look of 
CGI, and the increasing collaboration of traditional animators with 
technical experts. In this contemporary period, each feature film that 
incorporates computer effects, demonstrated an incremental advance 
in the art of using computers in movie-making. Some films used it to 
predict the look of "Virtual Reality" future as in Lawnmower Man 
(Dir. Brett Leonard, 1992) films, and in fonny Mnemonic (Dir. Robert 
Longo, 1995). Others used computer effects invisibly to simulate
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natural phenomena as in the launch scene in Apollo 13 (Dir. Ron 
Howard, 1995) and some of the ocean scenes in Waterivorld (Dir. Kevin 
Reynolds, 1995), and for the absent legs of Gary Sinise in Forrest Gump 
(Dir. Robert Zemeckis, 1994). Also in Forrest Gump, footage of Tom 
Hanks was merged into archival footage of John Lennon and John F. 
Kennedy to create the look of "trick photography". But the most 
challenging applications of computer effects have been in computer 
character animation, that incorporated technical wizardry of computer 
experts with the skills of traditional animators. Each application of 
computer character animation in feature films demonstrated an 
incremental success in photographic plausible look of computer 
generated imagery (CGI) as well as increased "behavioral realism" (in 
motion and emotion delivered by syntespians or computer generated 
characters) as Baker terms it (Baker, 1993: 112). As the computer 
generated characters become more or more lively and sometimes even 
more lively than human actors, and as the total duration of scenes that 
consists of CGI in such a film brings the understanding that CGI are, in 
fact, no more special visual effects, but the characters are just other 
actors in the story interacting with live people. Or the other way 
around, the whole film became a visual effect, a spectacle of the unreal 
realized. It can be argued that synthetic film actors have been around 
since Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs (Supervising Dir. David 
Hand) released by Walt Disney in 1937, but as Paula Parisi notes "the 
photo-realistic quality of computer animation has raised the stakes 
considerable" (Parisi, December 1995: 145). The spectators of these films 
are not in the mood of viewing an animated film, rather they are in 
the mood of viewing the kind of film, they know and understand. 
Computer animation is now never a stylization as in traditionally 
animated features, rather a realization with photo-realistic looks and 
convincing behaviors and movements interacting with real humans 
in real environments. Talking about Casper (Dir. Brad Silberling, 1995), 
Armstrong, the animation director at ILM for Casper, says:
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Thes6 are not effects and. this is not a cartoon environment. 
Casper had to be just another person in the story, acting with 
live people." (Robertson, June 1995: 38)
The new generation of computer animation began in 1989 with the 
release of James Cameron's The Abyss (Dir. James Cameron, 1989), 
which featured a writhing pseudopod. The scenes of the translucent 
water snake, when it took the shapes of the human's faces that it sees, 
also demonstrated the first computer "morph," the visual effect where 
a form transforms or metamorphoses into another form. Although the 
founders of the computer graphics division of ILM had departed from 
the company, establishing Pixar which concentrated in computer 
character animation, ILM was quick to reestablish its computer effects 
department and became the leading visual effects production house in 
Hollywood, producing the computer special effects scenes of most 
contemporary feature films. Following The Abyss, ILM produced the 
first human-based computer generated character in Terminator II: 
Judgment Day (Dir. James Cameron, 1991) (Fig. 4). The computer 
generated T-1000 blended shamelessly with film footage, and 
transformed into its incarnation as a police officer. The computer 
generated characters of the two films. The Abyss and Terminator II 
were that of the unreal, the imaginary. They were not simulations of 
an external physical reality. The former had a reflective, translucent 
glassy surface, while the later was a pure metal. The surface quality was 
so realistic in reference to glassy water and metal that this made the 
characters perfectly plausible. Shannon, in her essay "The Chrome Age: 
Dawn of Virtual Reality" argues, it is of important significance that 
what made these characters so realistic, so plausible are the special 
glamorous materials used. She uses the term "chrome" to cover all 
simulations of gold, silver, chromed nickel, copper and other shiny 
materials (even glass and materialized plastic), since together "they
form a coherent style of gleaming glamour" (Shannon, 1995: 369), and
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traces their realistic effects to the "Chrome Age": the age of emergence 
of computer graphics, with metallic "flying logos," in the 
entertainment industry:
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"With an inexhaustible range of virtual materials with which to 
dazzle the viewer, it is of historical significance that chrome is so 
widely used, and not something else say, wood, stone, or high- 
tech patterns. ... chrome logos first proved to a mass audience 
that the virtual world was not just science fiction, but a fact." 
(Shannon, 1991: 370)
She further argues that in the "Chrome Age," 3D computer animation
Fig. 4 Film Still. Terminator II: Judgment Day. Dir. James Cameron.
Tristar, 1991.
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had caused an industry wide sensation, because it constituted a 
quantum leap realism with its perfect automatically calculated 
Renaissance perspective, and the superior look of simulated metal 
reinforced with animation (Shannon, 1995: 370). The fact that metallic 
surfaces reflect their surroundings better than any other material 
implied the existence of the simulated metallic bodies as part of their 
environment and hence become a fake proof of their realism.
■ ^  ' ■ ’  ■>v ____ __
Fig. 5 Film Stills. Jurassic Park. Dir. Steven Spielberg. Universal, 1993.
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Spielberg's dinosaurs in 1993-release Jurassic Park (Dir. Steven 
Spielberg), demonstrated the first realistic looking creatures not with 
metallic or glassy surfaces, but in the way dinosaurs are understood by 
anthropologist, genetic engineers, and the common sense with their 
perfectly simulated skins, eyes, and their bad mood (Fig. 5). It was not 
only genius computer-work and real size robotics models that made 
them look so realistic, but also the story itself. They were not treated as 
fictive monsters of early horror films, but just wild animals, as Rick 
Carter, the production designer of Jurassic Park puts it:
"What we tried to do was find the animal in the dinosaurs as 
opposed to the monster in the dinosaurs. The idea was not to 
make them any less threatening, but rather to keep them from 
doing as much monster "schlick." For our human characters, we 
wanted their situation to be more like they were being stalked by 
an animal that is a carnivore, as opposed to something that is 
psychopatic and just out to get them. That's one of the reasons 
we wanted to have herds of dinosaurs, to show that dinosaurs 
were like any other life-form and that lived out their lives in a 
somewhat naturalistic manner." (Shay, 1993: 14)
Besides, the story borrows the concept of genetic engineering, whose 
notion has become so mediated through contemporary media, and 
reflects it as theme park attraction, making the spectator thrill that the 
story can be real one day.
Crichton, the author of the book Jurassic Park that the film is based on, 
explains the film's theme, commercialized genetic technology as 
follows:
"The fact that these dinosaurs are made for a park, it seemed to 
me, emphasized rather nicely the idea that all this amazing 
technology is being used essentially for commercial purposes." 
(Shay, 1993: 4)
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Fig. 6 Film Stills. The Mask. Dir. Charles Russell. 1994.
In 1994, ILM produced the visual effects for The Mask, which was 
directed by Charles Russell (Fig. 6). Cartoon-like 3-D computer effects
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Fig. 7 Film Still. Casper. Dir. Brad Silberling. 1995.
were used for the first time in a film. The Mask was a highly 
intertextual film, which presented its viewers pleasures of both films 
and cartoons. The cartoon-like computer effects were so plausible 
within the photographic medium, that it questioned the boundaries 
between the cartoon world and the filmic world.
Casper (Dir. Brad Silberling), released in 1995, and whose computer 
animation was produced again by ILM, introduced the first speaking 
computer-generated characters, with 30 minutes of computer 
animation (Fig. 7). Casper and his three uncles were cartoon-like 
characters in behavior, but they were obviously radically different in 
their look from that of cartoons. As Spielberg, the executive producer
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of Casper, realized after Jurassic Park, there is a look one can get with 
computer graphics that one cannot get with cel animation. The 
metaphysical synthespians of Casper, with their semi-transparent, and 
internally illuminated bodies were not only realizations of ghosts with 
the "codes of photography (not the codes of cel animation)" on the 
screen, but also staging of cartoon behaviorism on the cinematic screen 
of real humans and environments in interaction with them. The 
characteristics and the expected behaviors from the actors are defined 
by the story of the film. Same is true for the computer generated actors, 
and the visual effects that go through the actors conform to these 
definitions. For instance, the metallic look of T-1000 was defined and 
supported by other plots of the narration, other than the computer 
generated metallic look. The spectator was informed both by speech 
and image, that it was a liquid metal. Therefore, this definition made 
the various metamorphoses of T-1000 in most scenes, plausible. And 
there was no room in the narration of Jurassic Park, for dinosaurs to 
metamorphose into other forms or go through any other visual effect, 
because they were defined as real dinosaurs with flesh and blood. 
However, the mere definition of Casper and his three uncles as ghost 
freed them from the consequences of cause-and-effect that has applied 
to previous characters. The ghosts, belonging to the metaphysical 
world, could look like anything and do anything. Therefore, they could 
go through any visual effect unpredicted by the spectators. The 
unpredictability of what the characters would act behaviorally and 
visually is the essence that creates the intensity of viewing and 
astonishment of the spectator. Similar arguments can also apply to The 
M ask  since the computer animation refers to the cartoons of Tex 
Avery, whose animation is that of absurdity. But the case of Casper is 
more intensified as we see more of computer animation.
Motion capture systems were used in Casper for the first time to create 
the facial expression of the computer generated ghosts. However still, 
significant modifications had to be made by the animators, since the 
creatures were not simulating real humans but ghosts. As for their 
performance, motion capture systems were totally useless: ghosts
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Fig. 8 Film Stills. Jumanji. Dir. Joe Johnson. 1995.
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simply did not have legs and they were not hard bodies, and ILM relied 
on traditional animators for the task.
ILM further challenged the state-of-the-art computer animation by 
creating the animals of the nature for the film Jum anji (Dir. Joe 
Johnson, 1995) (Fig. 8). The task of creating these animals, the lion, 
monkeys, mosquitoes, zebras, bats, and many others were more 
challenging than the dinosaurs of Jurassic Park. Even though the 
animals would be exaggerations, they would pass through a reality test 
by the audience. Unlike the dinosaurs of Jurassic Park, they would be 
compared to the real existing animals, which are more familiar. Mark 
Miller, visual-effects producer at ILM explains:
"No one knows how T. rex moves. But everyone has seen 
nature films on TV of lions stalking the Serengeti; or they've 
been to the zoo." (Robertson, January 1996: 30)
The furry animals were the center of technical expertise for the film, 
where in-house software were used for the task. ILM once again 
showed that how nature could be recreated within the computer. Using 
real animals as an alternative, though was impossible for some scenes 
(for example, the vortex sequence at the end of the film), would not 
create this much impact, not just because the animals had to be 
exaggerated while looking realistic, but because the theme of the film 
had positioned the animals between the real and the unreal. Therefore, 
the cyber-animals created in the computer were just the right 
candidates for the film.
A further innovation came from Boss Film Studios with the film 
Species (Dir. Roger Donaldson) in 1995 (Fig. 9). The computer generated 
alien Sil, designed by H.R. Giger, creator of the "Alien" in the film of 
the same name, is the featuring of the first synthetic star to be directed 
in real time on a set, by the use of motion capture systems. Puppet-like 
armatures called "waldos," which are made up of metal parts and other
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Fig. 9 Film Still. Species. Dir. Roger Donaldson. 1995
devices were used to create the physical motion on a sound stage at 
Boss. Three to four puppeteers animated different parts of the puppet 
in accordance with each other. The digital data of the captured 
movements were fed into the computer to animate the computer 
generated Sil in real time with original rendering. The real-time 
animation of Sil was composited onto a background plate, again in real 
time. Meanwhile, other puppeteers were responsible for the facial 
animation generated on the computer in the same way. The result was 
the fully textured 3D creature in action in her environment on a TV 
monitor, as it would almost be seen on the final movie (Robertson, 
July 1995: 52).
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The process gave Roger Donaldson, the director of Species, the ability to 
direct the computer generated Sil almost as he would direct a human 
actor. The concept of traditional storyboard for animation was 
abandoned for the project, whereas the technique provided a room to 
improvise the animation, a luxury impossible with a storyboard. 
Donaldson argues:
"Creativity comes from being able to be spontaneous. If you have 
to commit to storyboards, with every nuance decided six months 
in advance, you lose inspiration." (Robertson, January 1996: S5)
However, contribution of traditional animators were still significant as 
Ellen Somers, vice president of production at Boss argues:
"There's still an enormous amount of refinement to add, such as 
breathing, hair, finger movement." (Robertson, July 1995: 54)
In some scenes traditional animators even created movements of some 
parts of the body, while other parts were animated through captured 
motion. "It was a mix-and-match process," argues Jim Rygied, digital 
effects supervisor (Robertson, July 1995: 56).
Species, while bringing new practices to computer animation, was 
another step to treat computer generated characters not as animatics 
rather as actors on the stage. It was a further hybridization process: 
from blending of CGI with film footage on the level of the image, to 
traditional animation blending with live action on the level of motion, 
as Sharil Ibrahim, head of the Studio's Research and Development puts 
it:
"We're bringing computer graphics out of the computer and into 
the live-action set. It changes the whole energy of doing 
animation." (Robertson, July 1995: 56)
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Toy Story, directed by John Lasseter and produced by Pixar in 
collaboration with Walt Disney in 1995, cannot be treated simply as a 
version of animation created by 3D animation tools of computer (Fig. 
10). Unlike Disney's animated feature films, which use the "codes of 
drawing and painting," Toy Story uses the "codes of photography" 
which the cinematic image is based on (one which delivers the 
significant part of reality effect of cinema) with the photo-realistic look 
of both the environments and the toy characters. Therefore, it is not an 
animation understood in the traditional sense, rather an absolute 
simulation of spirited toys or in other words, simulation of animation 
in its most literal sense. The reality effect is reinforced by several cues.
Fig. 10 Film Still. Toy Story. Dir. John Lasseter. 1995.
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Robertson explains the photo-realistic look of Andy's room pointing to 
its details;
"Andy's room looks like a kid's room, not a drawing of a kid's 
room. There are laundry baskets filled with stuff. The bed 
bounces when Woody jumps on it. There are pictures on the 
walls and trees outside the window and books on the book-shelf 
and scuff marks on the door-jamb. And there are toys. Lots of 
toys." (Robertson, August 1995: 28)
The manufactured look of toys, and their broken parts and scratches 
reinforce their reality effects, and as Lasseter argues:
"The audience knows it does not exist but (with 3D) there is 
sense of reality that's greater than with cel (animation). People 
will look at Buzz and believe. He has rivets and embossing on 
his butt that says 'copyright Disney' that's there because my GI 
Joe had (embossing)." (Robertson: August 1995: 30)
We further observe that the movements of toys were not freed from 
their materiality (except for their facial expressions). The toys 
conformed to their possible physical movements limited by the 
material they were made of. Ironically, this made them look even 
more realistic. Pete Docter, directing animator for Toy Story explains:
"Before animating a toy, the animators looked first at what their 
toys were made of. Buzz is rigid and tight. He's ball and socket 
purposeful. Woody is floppy, loose, limp rag doll. The humans 
are bigger creatures with more weight, so we slow down their 
movement." (Robertson. August 1995: 35)
Furthermore, a live-action film grammar was employed to the
N
animated feature, rather than computer graphic clichés such as 
"infinite tunnel shots and delirious fly-bys." This led the spectator to
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make sense of the film not as computer graphics but as a live-action 
film, which the spectators are used to seeing in movie. Craig Good, 
layout supervisor says:
"In CGI, there is no sense in flying the camera around because it 
can. We do somethings in the movie that would be difficult 
with a real camera, but generally we stuck to standard live-action 
film grammar." (Solman, October 1995: 58)
"We tried to do what we could do on a set with real tripods and 
cranes. We deliberately borrowed shots from live-action 
directors." (Robertson, August 1995: 35)
For years, Hollywood questions whether it would make sense to use 
computer effects in the movies. It was, in fact, not a question of "if" but 
"when." 1995 has been a magical year for movies and ended the debate 
in Hollywood (Robertson, January 1996: S3). The latest feature films 
prove that special visual effects and CGI move closer together each year 
(Vincenzi, 1995: 38). Technically and aesthetically, the two disciplines 
continue to converge. Furthermore, the historical trajectory of 
computer animation shows that CGI are no more treated as mere 
special visual effects to simulate a natural or a supernatural event, but 
rather as a medium able to spring supernatural actors of cyberspace 
acting and "existing" convincingly within the environment, where the 
story of the film takes place.
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3. NATURE OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
Digital technology is the state-of-the-art form of storing and processing 
information. Technically speaking, smallest unit of information is the 
bit which takes only two values: one or zero, and any information and 
instructions (commands to process information) are constituent of bits 
within a digital system, and the components of a digital system 
communicate through these digital codes. This is the internal 
operation of a digital system. However, for these codes to be 
meaningful to an end-user, they are translated into codes already 
known by the user for output or display, namely in the form of text or 
image on the monitor or paper or in the form of sound out of the 
speaker, etc. Then what is the significance of digital technology for a 
communication media that uses it for production, distribution, and 
reception of visual materials?
Before we deepen our discussion, we feel obliged to point out a 
generally made misinterpretation and make a clarification. Some 
literary critics interpret the code of digital technology - that it is based
Fig. 11 "Cybernetic Serendibity." Leon Harmon, Kenneth Knowlton,
1996.
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on a binary system of representation of information - as if this code is 
for communication between man and machine (we talk about an 
average end-user not an expert computer engineer). In fact, this code 
has been developed for communication between the internal 
components of a digital system. They interpret the digital system as if 
the mere operation of flow of information through a digital medium 
has significant effects on the communication process. Such 
interpretations can be considered only for the early years of the digital 
era, when output of digital systems did not have the capacity to provide 
the required resolution for the output information whether on display 
or on print to conceal the fact that this information was in digital form 
before it is output (Fig. 11). The pixel-structure of digital images were 
embedded within .the image as signifiers of digital technology. 
However, today technology provides the necessary (and even more) 
resolution for the symptoms of the digital code to be imperceptible. 
Significance of digital technology does not lie on the mere fact that 
digital information is constituent of ones and zeroes, and ones and 
zeros..., but on the operational characteristics of the coding system. 
Digital technology does not signify anything more than a technically 
increased quality of input and output, when information is fed to a 
digital system, translated into a digital code, and output with a code 
interpretable by the human, with no manipulation on information, 
and no interaction of the human with the digital system (more clearly 
when the human is in the role of a viewer only). As Mitchell puts it 
while discussing manipulatibility of digital images as compared to 
photography:
"The art of digital image cannot adequately be understood as 
primarily a matter of capture and printing. ... intermediate 
p r o c e s s i n g  of images plays a central role. ... and an 
understanding of them is the foundation of the craft of digital 
imaging." (Mitchell, 1992: 7)
\
Take the case of the revolution of music CDs. The CD revolution 
signifies nothing more than an increased quality of sound to a music
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listener, in case he listens with the old habits of listening from a tape 
and does not use the distinctive features of a CD player such as repeat, 
edit, shuttle. It signifies nothing, also when the music he listens is 
produced with traditional techniques and not processed through digital 
technology but only the recording is done digitally. (Note that this 
argument is limited only with the experience of listening from a CD 
and does not extend to the cultural, social, economical or ideological 
consequences of this experience.) Digital technology means 'something' 
to him when he begins to 'play' with the CD player, or when the music 
he is listening (both in form and content) has symptoms of digital 
technology. Again, same reasons apply when a photograph is scanned 
and printed out with a photographic quality of the original photograph 
(such printers are already in the market). The experience of perceptions 
and interpretations or 'readings' of the original photograph and the 
print-out do not differ. However, the awareness of the fact that they are 
digitally produced images cause a sort of paranoia, but this is possible 
again with the awareness of the fact that digitally manipulated images 
do exist. Mitchell notes a prediction of the photographic critic of the 
New York Times:
"In the future, readers of newspapers and magazines will 
probably view news pictures more as illustrations than as 
reportage, since they will be well aware that they can no longer 
distinguish between a genuine and one that has been 
manipulated." (Mitchell, 1992: 17)
It seems as if digital images will displace certain established conceptions 
not only about newspapers, but also about other communication media 
like film and television.
Consequently, the significance of digital technology comes into play 
only when a human-machine interaction occurs or information is re­
worked within a digital system and presented to the viewer. Maybe, 
this is how the statement of McLuhan: "Medium is the message" 
becomes meaningful (McLuhan, 1989). It is the remote control that
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introduced the habit of 'zapping/ and it is the increasing emergence of 
digitally produced and/or manipulated images on television that made 
significant changes in the understanding of television.
If digital technology has made significant changes in the processes of 
production, distribution, and the reception of information within a 
communication media mediated by electronic devices, this is not only 
a matter of increased efficiency of the communication in question as 
Poster argues:
"Some observers argue that the introduction of electronic 
devices makes no substantial difference in the nature or 
consequence of a communication. The politician who speaks in 
a TV ad campaign still attempts to gain votes according to the 
rules of constitutional democracy...The consumer who watches a 
TV merely gains information about products that might be 
bought in a store, much like reading a newspaper. The soldier 
who uses a computer to guide a projectile to its target, like the 
archer who visually aims his arrow, is practicing the art of 
destroying the enemy. The electronic device simply increases the 
efficiency of communication in question. From this perspective 
language appears as a tool for the purpose of human subjects, 
clearly subordinate in importance to the positional intentions of 
individuals in determinate institutional frame works." (Poster, 
1990:14)
The role of digital technology is obviously more than this. But to point 
out these roles and their consequences, we are first to understand the 
nature of digital technology: its distinctive features as a medium of 
production and processing of digital images for television.
Leopoldseder, the editor of the publication for Prix 94 Ars Electrónica: 
International Compendium of the Computer Arts stresses the
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Fig. 12 Poster collage for Design Quaterly. April Greiman.
importance of the digital medium computer as a disintegrator of all 
traditional media:
"Media disintegration means that those media that have taken 
shape over the last 150 years, in other words, electronic media all 
the way from telegraphy to television as well as optical media
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like photography and film, are called into question and by way of 
their capacity for transformation are re-defined into an overall, 
all-encompassing medium. It is this capacity for transformation 
that calls into question the very existence of the recent electronic 
and optical media." (Leopoldseder, 1994: 6)
Hence all forms of images produced in different media, from painting 
to photography, from animation to video are seen as 'pieces of 
information' that are subject to manipulation, fragmentation, and 
combination within the digital medium. The traces of such a behavior 
can also be seen in the age of mechanical reproduction. By the 
availability of mechanical reproduction, a piece of work has been 
fragmented into its details, and has been taken out of its context. The 
technique of collage in pop art signifies this fragmentation and brings 
forth the notion of recontextualisation, and appropriation: two notions 
which also label the age of electrobicollage: the collage technique of the 
digital age by how digital images give meaning and value to 
computational ready-mades by appropriation, transformation, and 
reprocessing and recombination (Fig. 12, Fig. 13).
For Antin, TV has evolved by the combination of photographic 
reproduction capabilities of camera, the motion capabilities of film and 
the instantaneous transmission properties of the telephone (Hanhardt, 
1986: 32). History of the evolution of communication media presents a 
continual disintegration of older media. With the emergence of digital 
technology, it seems as if this behavior of disintegration made a real 
breakthrough. Because it is the first time, in the history of 
communication that any information in any form can be translated 
into a digital code, and re-worked within the digital medium, 
fragmented and combined with any other information in originally 
different form, and consequently outputted as any desired form of 
information. Even motion can be translated into digital code and data 
generated from the motion of a living thing can be applied to a 
computer-generated character using motion capture systems. In such a 
situation, Lyotard's prediction would not be wrong when he argued
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that a piece of information that cannot be translated into digital code 
would not be accepted as information or knowledge in the near future 
(Lyotard, 1989: 4). "The cultural production system now emphasizes 
processability" argues Mitchell (Mitchell, 1992: 52).
Focusing on the nature and the practices of media disintegration brings 
new conceptions and prepares a ground for new theoretical 
reconsideration of older traditional forms of "image making" and their
Fig. 13 Morey Fish commercial. Barco Graphics, UK.
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socially established conventions, as well as reveals distinctive 
characteristics of the digital medium as opposed to traditional ones. 
The easy and rapid manipulation of digital information is the essential 
characteristics of the digital medium. It is simply and basically a matter 
of substituting new digits for the old through available software 
(Mitchell, 1992: 7).
The fact that any form of information can be translated into digital code 
lead us to the idea that any form of information can be treated and 
hence processed as any other kind of information whose resource is 
originally different. In other words, a digitized photograph can be 
worked like a painting with a paint program, or reversibly a painting 
digitized or created on the computer can be subjected to 'digital 
darkroom techniques' (Holzmann, 1988). Even digital information 
originally as sound can be processed as if it is visual and can be 
visualized on the screen. There is essentially no difference between 
digital images within the digital medium whatever their source may 
be. Hence, as Mitchell suggests, digital images blurs the customary 
distinctions between painting and photography, between mechanical 
and hand-made pictures. Digital 'photography' stands somewhere 
along the spectrum between algorithmic (automatically constructed 
from some source of data) to non-algorithmic (intentional, skill and 
accurate work privileged) as photography is to algorithmic and 
painting is to non-algorithmic (Mitchell, 1992: 7, 31). This blurring does 
not only apply to photography-painting opposition, but other forms of 
contrasting traditional media in one way or another. For example, 
Jurassic Park (Dir. Steven Spielberg, 1995) blurs the distinctions 
between the iconic representative form of film and the symbolic 
representation of traditional animation. Moreover, this is not only a 
matter of the ambivilous surface quality of digital images but also 
different practices of design and production techniques. Traditional and 
contemporary media blurs and combines with each'other creating re­
structured procedures and methodologies that provide full utilization 
of the nature of digital technologies. This concept will be examined in 
more detail in the discussion of human-machine interaction. This
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situation also opens debates questioning the socially established and 
even privileged conceptions of traditional media in the modern age, 
bringing a need to redefine these older traditions. As Mitchell puts it 
pointing to postmodern discourses of process over finished work, 
individuality over plurality:
"We must abandon the traditional conception of an art world 
populated by stable, enduring, finished works, and replace it 
with one that recognizes continual mutation and proliferation 
of variants - much as with oral epic poetry. Notions of 
individual authorial responsibility for image content, authorial 
determination of meaning and authorial prestige are 
correspondingly diminished." (Mitchell, 1992: 52)
In the same manner, scientific objectivity of the photograph and the 
creative authenticity of subjectivity are also questioned. Cottingam's 
award-wining work in the Prix 94 Ars Electrónica: "Fictions Portraits" 
(Fig. 14) demonstrate that these notions are merely social constructions. 
He created his work by hybridizing his own teenage photographs with 
numerous photographs of different races, genders and ages and with 
anatomical drawings using Photoshop on Macintosh II (Leopoldseder, 
1994: 39). Leopoldseder comments on the work as follows:
"Cottingham has cut the umbilical cord to the Modern and has 
entered into the imagined, virtual space which lies beyond the 
'real'...what sets it apart from manufactured make-believe where 
effect serves as seductive escapism, is that this virtuality is folded 
back upon the mysteries - both glamorous and terrifying - of 
'Modern' society." (Leopoldseder, 1994: 38)
This reveals a crucial point, that works produced within digital media, 
while diminishing older conceptions of traditional media, make 
successful use of them to reveal their floating status between real and 
imaginary. Otherwise it would not be possible for the dinosaurs of
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Fig. 14 "Fictious Portraits." Keith Cottingham, 1992.
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Jurassic Park so plausible, because cinematic conventions for realism 
are still in action. Similarly, if photographs once did not adhere to an 
external reality, computer generated photo-realistic abstractions would 
not appear to be so realistic though non-existent. Steward McSherry 
describes his work exhibited in Prix 94 Ars Electrónica: red heart yellow 
bile (Fig. 15), as a "computer abstract realism: a state whereby an 
abstract, and physically non-existent, computer image appears real" 
(Leopoldseder, 1994: 57).
Digital image-processing gives way to another striking experience: the 
practice of making the invisible visible. This technology can be 
considered as an extension of early optical inventions, such as 
microscope or telescope, which extended the perception of the human 
eye onto the microcosmic and the macrocosmic realities, and also
Fig. 15 "Red heart yellow bile." 3D computer graphics. Steward
McSherry, 1994.
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Fig. 16 Atomic resolution Scanning Tunnelling Microscope images of 
graphite surface. Courtesy of Bilkent University.
which brought about fresh new areas of study. Digital technology has 
extended the visual field of the eye much further than the mentioned 
optical inventions. Today, images of atomic structures (Fig. 16), of 
Venus (Fig. 17), of the genuine in uterus, of the DNA molecule have 
been witnessed by billions. These are essentially not photographs but a 
visualization of the data collected by non-photographic means, by 
radar, infrared satellite, magnetic resonance scans, etc. and processed 
through image-processing and scientific visualization techniques. 
However, they are perceived and interpreted by the social conventions 
established for photography. Nobody other than expert scientists in the 
field can claim the non-credibility of the images of the invisible, and 
the viewer is subjected to the rhetoric of these images. Television 
makes use of satellite images of the earth surface in weather forecasts as 
an evidence of the climax information announced. Billions have also 
witnessed distant, impersonal 'images' of the gulf war most of which 
were electronically captured, and sometimes digitally processed. In 
Mitchell words, "slaughter became a video game: death imitated art" 
(Mitchell, 1992:13).
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Fig. 17 Spacecraft imaging: a perspective view of the five-mile-high 
volcano Maat Mons on the surface of Venus. Synthesized from 
Magellan synthetic aperture radar data combined with radar altimetry. 
NASA and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Machines have been invented to gather various types of information 
from various sources, but no machine, in human history, had the 
nature to interpret this information until the emergence of computers. 
In motion capture systems, for example, information of light is 
gathered from a camera, and then fed to a computer, and processed to 
trace the motion of an object. Such systems simulate the function of 
the eye.
Up to now we have brought clarifications by concrete examples on how 
the frivolous processibility characteristics of digital information 
signifies its distinctive nature as compared to other media. Significance 
of digital technology also arises from the practices of working on a 
digital system, where the human-machine interctction has other 
dimensions as compared to other traditional machines.
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Since the Industrial Revolution, most classical machines have been 
designed to perform a specific single function. If other tasks are 
assigned to these machines, they obviously fail. In the mid-1930s, Alan 
Turing, an English mathematician brought theoretical considerations 
to this fact, and showed that it is theoretically possible to realize a 
"universal machine" that has the ability to simulate all other 
machines. The underlying idea to create such a machine was that, not 
only data but also the set of instructions to process this data could also 
be built into the machine in the same way as the data it was processing. 
This theoretical machine, become known as the Turing Machine, laid 
the theoretical background of today's computers (Ince, 1992: 1-87).
In this sense, computer in contrast to other, machines has a different 
functionality. It is not simply an input/output tool where a person 
does something and the machine responds, but an overall 
encompassing medium in which a constant mutual interaction occurs 
between technology and man. Then, working with a computer is not a 
kind of a tit-for-tat interaction or as Walker attributes, not a notion of 
'conversationality' (Walker, 1990) but, more like a collaboration, a 
symbiosis as Licklider has predicted three decades ago:
"The hope is that, in not too many years, human brains and 
computing machines will be coupled together very tightly and 
that the resulting partnership will think as no human brain has 
ever thought and process data in a way not approached by the 
information-handling machines we know today." (Licklider, 
1960: 62)
Hence, computer becomes a digital darkroom for Gerard J. Holzmann, 
a resisting collaborator for Neville Brody, and a cybernetic design 
studio for April Grieman.
I
Obviously, it is the 'interface' which defines the nature and the scope of 
human-computer interaction, and even challenges the way people
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design and produce. Poster describes the changing face of interface 
between human and machine as follows:
"The interface of earlier machines were either transparent (as 
with the refrigerator) or completely opaque to the uninitiated (as 
with machine tools). With representational machines such as 
the computer the question of interface becomes especially salient 
because each side of the human/machine combination now 
begins to claim its own reality; on one side of the screen is 
Newtonian space, on the other, cyberspace. Interfaces of high 
quality allow seamless crossings between the two worlds, thereby 
facilitating the disappearance of the difference between them and 
thereby, as well, altering the type of linkage between the two. 
Interfaces are sensitive boundary zone of negotiation between 
the human and the machinic as well as the pivot of an emerging 
new set of human/machine relations." (Poster, 1995: 21)
What is the criteria of high quality for an interface that Poster 
describes? It is not the task of this thesis to deepen this problem, but a 
consideration of computer user-interfaces brings insights to understand 
the changing design and production methods of visual representations.
The quality of interface depends on how the computer is treated. If 
computer is seen as only a useful collection of tools: a digital toolkit to 
do efficient and fast work, then interfaces such as Apple's that take the 
desktop in an office as a metaphor seems to be sufficient. Interfaces 
designed by developing a metaphor for the task, tools, and actions aim 
to make computer systems and applications easy to use by the human. 
Similarly, a typical paint program would consist of various types of 
brushes, canvases, and a color palette referring to traditional painting 
tools. However, such an approach becomes insufficient, when it is 
realized that, computer does not only simulate traditional tools, but 
capable of constantly creating newer and newer tools that are only 
specific to the medium.
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On the other hand, metaphorical relations to traditional tools put a 
barrier to the development of design and production methods by how 
the medium can be fully utilized. In Laurel's words, when we limit 
ourselves with metaphorical design, "The power of the computer is 
locked behind a door with no knob." (Laurel, 1993: 17)
Weizenbaum stresses the idea, that if a tool and an altogether original 
job it is to do is invented within the computer, only then computer 
goes far beyond than simulating traditional tools. By this way, tools 
within the computer invite their imaginative displacement from their 
original contexts creating new unimaginable tools with new tasks and 
new methods of design and production more suited to the medium 
(Weizenbaum, 1976). However yet, there are rare cases where this has 
been accomplished; while displacing from original contexts and 
seeking new frames of reference, they are still glued to the traditions of 
the past (Baker, 1993).
Brende Laurel offers a new conception of computer interface. For her, 
computer-human interface is a "common ground" on which actions of 
the "agents" of both human and computer origin are represented. She 
borrows the notion of "common ground" from Brennan (Brennan, 
1990) and describes it as:
"... a jointly inhabited 'space' where meaning takes shape 
through the collaboration and successive approximations of the 
participants. ... human-computer interfaces offer means for 
establishing common ground ("grounding") that are similar to 
those that people use in human-to-human conversation - for 
example, interruptions, questions, utterances, and gestures that 
indicate whether something is being understood." (Laurel, 1993: 
4)
The established common ground does not only serve for the person 
and the computer to represent themselves to one another, rather it is
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an arena for action in which both are agents. She explains "agent" as 
the "one initiates and performs actions." Conceptualizing the user- 
interface with such relations makes the notion applicable not only to a 
single human-computer duality, but also to a global network of 
communication. Persons connected to the network, and each 
functionality bundle of the computer system being all agents interact 
with each other in the common ground which is the cyberspace. It is 
also a suitable model for virtual reality systems, in which case the 
agents will be developing new forms of conversations depended on the 
representations of senses of vision, sound, and the nervous system.
As seen, the contemporary communication media whether totally 
(such as internet, HDTV) or partly (all others, because today there is 
hardly a chance of the introduction of digital technology to any one 
stage of production, distribution or reception) based on digital 
technology are dramatically different from all others. For cinema, 
digital technology is introduced mostly into the production stage, but 
the perceptional stage has remained essentially the same. However, 
considering the films shown on TV, theme park rides, video games 
that have been produced as extensions of the films for the movie 
theater, it can also be argued that the medium where films are viewed 
have also expanded out of the movie theater. These new modes of film 
viewing or more generally new modes of visual experience, as well as 
the new practices of film-production based on digital technology, bring 
about significant changes in the mode of spectatorial experience of the 
original movies in theaters. We bring this section to a close with the 
words of Mitchell which will be the starting point of our further 
discussions (though his words are on photographic record, they are 
easily applied to the cinematic image, which is based on photography):
"The technology of digital image production, manipulation, and 
distribution represents a new configuration of intention. It 
focuses a powerful (though frequently ambivalent and resisted) 
desire to dismantle the rigidities of photographic seeing and to 
extend visual discourse beyond the depictive conventions and
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presumed certitudes of the photographic record. ... the digital 
image challenges the photograph on its home ground.” 
(Mitchell, 1992: 60)
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4. ISSUES OF REALISM
4.1. Theories of Realism
In computer terminology, photo-realistic 3D rendering refers to the 
creation of an image with coherent light and shadow qualities of the 
objects and the environment in the scene as they refer to external 
physical reality. 3D rendering algorithms try to achieve a photo-realistic 
portrayal by simulating the physical qualities of real light sources as 
they reflect, refract, and attenuate through the predefined spatial 
structures and surface qualities. The better they simulate external 
reality, the more realistic the image is said to become. Note that the 
simulation is not in fact that of external reality but of photography, as 
the term suggests. Rendering algorithms simulate the functioning of 
the camera. It seems as if the photographic image has become the norm 
of realistic visual representations created by the computer. However, 
realism is not only a matter of form but also of content. When 
photography is questioned, it becomes difficult to separate these two 
concepts, since the form and content presume an ontological bond 
between the photographic representation and what it represents. 
Therefore, photographic representation is said to be intrinsically 
realistic (Bazin, 1967). However, this is not the case in photo-realistic 
3D rendering. The content of the image is free to include "non- 
existentials." The referent is no more the external reality but the spatial 
data structure within the computer, and the link between the referent 
and the representation is no more ontological but programmable. How 
can we then still talk of photo-realism? Is the matter of realism the 
relation between the representation and the referent? How do we feel 
the sense of reality within a representation? Every form of 
representation tends to define its own realism as there is no one 
realism but photographic realism, TV realism, cinepiatic realism, etc. 
What is then cinematic realism? These questions are the focus of this 
section, which will provide us some criteria to understand the
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conditions that computer generated imagery can be employed in filmic 
representation.
Before we investigate how we make sense of realism in a 
representation, we better understand how we make sense of reality. 
Fiske argues that, we can never talk of a pure perception of reality:
"Reality is already encoded, or rather the only way we can 
perceive and make sense of reality is by the codes of our 
culture." (Fiske, 1987: 4)
This encoded state is not only in the process of making sense of reality 
in our state of mind, everything we perceive is intrinsically, being a 
product of culture, shaped by the codes of our society. For example, the 
style of a person’s dressing is already shaped by the cultural codes 
before we perceive and make sense of it. As for the encoded process of 
perception, one does not necessarily see a lake with reflecting trees 
around it on TV or in a photograph to get a feeling of romance.
The same argument is also supported by Derman's discussion in his 
Photography and Reality, in which he says, human questioning reality 
has to make use of cultural systems to understand his relation with 
reality. He is, then, at the beginning one step away from reality. And he 
always tries to find his way through these cultural systems rather than 
questioning reality itself (Derman, 1994: 19). For instance, he makes use 
of language, which is a cultural system, to reveal his experiences and 
his mind.
Making sense of reality is closely related with the process of perception. 
This process includes reception of sense data from external life and 
making sense of it. So for perception, it is not the model itself but the
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sense data received from this model. Our relation with objects is 
through this sense data and our past experience with these objects is 
again based on the sense data and information collected and processed 
from these objects.
Berkeley and Berkson consider reality as a mental phenomenon and 
point to the apriori condition of sense data in order to make use of 
reality (Derman, 1994: 25). For example, virtual reality is based on this 
notion. In VR, the user receives the similar analogical sense data he 
receives from physically realistic environment but these sense data do 
not have physical origins (loose their references), rather they are 
created totally in the computer environment. Although there is no 
physical reference of sense data, since they are almost the same as the 
ones received from the physical environment, the user considers 
himself convincingly as if he is in a real environment. What matters 
here is the sameness/alikeness of the same sense data without 
considering its origin.
Note here that, this alikeness of the same sense data is not really 
copying of the quantitative information perceived from the model. 
Rather, this alikeness refers to the occurrence of the "expected" sense 
data from the model. This expectation of reality is strongly related to 
culture created with this representation, and nothing to do with the 
nature of representation. The faster and the easier the viewer reads and 
interprets the representation, more realistic the representation will be. 
This highly depends on how much the style of representation has 
become a stereotype, which is achieved by the wide circulation of the 
conventional representations within the related medium (Derman, 
1994: 34). For instance, we are not shocked when we hear foreign actors 
speaking Turkish, rather it is highly convenient for us to see a foreign 
film in Turkish. For the viewer, this is highly expectable and hence 
part of cinematographic realism.
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There has been shifting tendencies in the understanding of realism 
throughout the history. The origins of the notion of realism can be 
traced back to the rise of the novel in seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries (Watt, 1957). Realism developed with the notions of 
empiricism, humanism, individualism, and the bourgeoisie as an 
oppositional attitude toward romantic and neo-classical models in 
fiction and painting. The aim of the movement was "to give a truthful, 
objective, and impartial representation of the real world, based on 
meticulous observation of contemporary life" (Nochlin, 1971: 13). 
Therefore, early understanding of realism focused on the content, and 
emphasized coherence with social reality of more extensive and 
socially inferior human groups as the subject matter for problematic- 
existential representation (Auerbach, 1953: 491). William's
interrogation of realism in nineteenth and twentieth century drama, 
and Jordan's discussion of realism of the English soap operas follow 
this trajectory of "social realism" dealing with the lives and the 
experiences of ordinary people, not the extravagant, and the 
subordination of the working class within the industrialized society 
(Fiske, 1987: 22). The effects of this movement can be seen in Italian 
neo-realist cinema aiming to show post war Italy its true face (Stam, 
1992). Contemporary entertainment cinema, and more specifically 
fiction cinema often in which digital technology is employed, 
therefore, cannot be understood within this notion of realism, since it 
does not deal with the ordinary but the marginal, the subordinate and 
the superficial. Rather, it presents a deliberate escape from the ordinary 
and the social.
Another definition of realism emphasizes the question of 
verisimilitude. In this sense a representation is realistic only when it 
portrays cultural models of believable stories and coherent 
characterization.
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Up to now, we have discussed realism by its content. However, the 
form of a representation is no less important as a bearer of meaning 
and culture. Sometimes form is seen even more effective than content. 
Because it is the form that produces the point of view and the way we 
make sense of the content (Fiske, 1987: 12).
Stam provides a purely Formalist definition of realism which:
"... would emphasize the conventional nature of all fictional 
codes, and would posit realism simply as a constellation of 
stylistic devices, a set of conventions that at a given moment in 
the history of an art, it manages, through the fine-tuning of 
illusionistic technique, to crystallize a strong feeling of 
authenticity." (Stam, 1992: 185).
And for Fiske, realism reproduces reality in such a form that it can be 
easily understandable (Fiske, 1987: 13). This approach emphasizes the 
constructed nature of representations for a realistic portrayal. The aim 
is to achieve a coherent whole, a "recognizable system" by which the 
viewer or the reader makes sense of the representation through its 
conventional codes which are established socially by their wide 
circulation, and hence which become easily understandable (more on a 
subconscious level), and highly expectable by the viewer. The viewer 
bears no resistance in the reading. This view is also an inductive 
process, that produces a readerly or spectatorial belief, a realism of 
subjective response, based on less mimetic accuracy than a strong desire 
to believe on the viewer's part. Realism, in this sense, deals with how 
the representation constructs the sense of the real , rather than what it 
says the real consists of (Fiske, 1987).
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For the analysis of the digitally produced images, we should consider 
both the form and the content of realism. The content is important 
because digital technology creates physically non-existent forms, which 
exist only in the realm of the film. And issues on the form of realism 
are important, because digital images are no more that of classical 
cinematic images, which are essentially photographic, but digital 
imagery using the codes of photography.
Ellis, in his Visible Fictions, seems to cover the above discussions of 
realism by providing a totalising view of realism. For him, a particular 
realistic representation:
" ·  should have a surface accuracy
• should conform to notion of what we expect to happen
• should explain itself adequately to its audience
• should conform to particular notions of physiology and
character motivation." (Ellis, 1993: 7)
Furthermore, he argues that the conventions of a realistic portrayal are 
not stable but subject to constant mutation as long as new ways of 
expressions are being practiced. Realism has its older and newer 
conceptions, each providing different tastes, probably causing 
disagreements between individual spectators. Further, he extends the 
limits of realism even to the rejection of conventions for portrayal:
"It can be argued that a work is 'realistic' to the extent that it 
breaks these conventions of portrayal in order to get a new sense 
of reality." (Ellis, 1993: 9)
I
Arguments about realism through history present a clear shift from an 
'ontological' interest on depiction of real-life 'existents' to an emphasis
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on representation as a matter of aesthetic convention and choice; a 
shift from understanding representation not as a depiction of an event 
rather as an event in itself. Such a shift, as Ellis puts it, gives way to the 
development of more sophisticated reading skills, and the habit of 
understanding images as combinations of meaning rather than as the 
imprint of an external reality (Ellis, 1993). Such an understanding of 
realism gives way to a vast range of mise-en-scene possibilities in film- 
making. The use of stylisations, for example, to convey a specific 
meaning or mood as a m ise-en -scen e  purpose, would still be 
considered to be realistic within the filmic text although they do not 
conform to our conceptions of normal reality (Bordwell, 1993: 146).
Applying these points to the process, how cinematic realism is 
constructed, can be as follows. The already encoded social codes (such as 
appearance, dress, make-up, gesture, environment, sound, etc.) are 
encoded optically and electronically by technical codes (of camera, 
lighting, music, sound, editing) that produce the conventional codes of 
representation. These conventional representation codes are highly 
expectable and read easily by the spectator, who has acquired these 
reading skills throughout his experience of seeing films alike and 
living in a society shaped by the visual culture of cinema. The spectator 
perceives and interprets the filmic image so subconsciously that he can 
easily replace it with reality. Now, let us have a closer look at this 
process of the construction of cinematic realism.
4.2. Cinematic Realism
It has been understood that the sense of realism in any representation 
rests upon the socially established conventions of the representations. 
However, among visual representations, the technical images of the 
camera (photography, cinematography, and video) have a distinctive 
status because of their ontological bonds with physical reality. The 
verisimilitude of the retinal perception of technical images and of
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physical reality excites the "impression of reality" provided by technical 
images. In cinema, semioticians argue, the impression of reality is 
provoked by the perspectival analogy of the photographic image, 
persistence of vision, the phi-effect or "phenomenon of apparent 
movement: a perceptual-cognitive mechanism that enables the eye to 
see the filmic image not as a series of static images but as a continuous 
movement," and by the conventions of narrative structure (Stam, 1992: 
97). Therefore, the impression of reality provided by the cinema is both 
perceptual and cultural, autonomous and constructed, and also both on 
the part of producer and the spectator. Realism of cinema then 
involves a readerly or spectatorial belief based less on a mimetic 
accuracy than on a strong desire to believe on the spectator's part (Stam, 
1992). Understanding a film is in fact through a mutual agreement 
between the producer and the spectator. The awareness of the spectator 
that the entertainment cinema is not a factual representation of reality, 
but a fantastical fiction "speaking with the accents of true evidence" 
eliminates the process of factual judgments and privileges the 
seemingly realized fiction. Baudry stresses that the combination of 
verisimilar cinematic representaionalism and a fantasy-inducing 
spectatorial situation transforms the spectator into a dream-like state 
where interior hallucination is confused with real perception (Baudry, 
1986). For Metz, it is this confusion that makes even the most 
phantasmagorias films secure their impression of reality:
"Fantastic art is fantastic only as it convinces (otherwise it is 
merely ridiculous), and the power of unreality in film derives 
from the fact that the unreal seems to have been realized, 
unfolding before our eyes as if it were the flow of common 
occurrence - not the plausible illustration of extraordinary 
process only conceived in the mind." (Metz, 1974: 5)
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4.2.1. Cinematic Image and Photography
Cinematic image is essentially photographic as a constituting instant of 
the whole cinematic duration. At the time of its birth, photography has 
acquired the prestigious feature of being intrinsically realistic due to its 
optical process as well due to the modern era, in which it was born, and 
in which objective truth was rendered into appearances.
Daguerre's diorama was a breakthrough as a seamless technical 
accomplishment, which created an illusionistic representation of the 
material world through techniques of photography as well as various 
lighting and dissolve effects which introduced transitions and 
movements. Spectators of the diorama witnessed not a mere 
representation but a demonstration of a technical power to transform 
the material of the world into a new reality: a re-creation of the real. 
For them, diorama was a successful magic for the secrets of the 
technique were both invisible and unknown on the part of the 
spectator. The experience of diorama invoked two simultaneous senses 
of wonder one at the re-creation of a fully realized unreal world and 
the other at the hidden, invisible technological wizardry which made it 
all possible. Daguerre transformed science into a form of magic not in 
an anthropological sense but in a cultural sense. He revealed the 
secrets of diorama and of photography in 1839, and was awarded a life­
time pension by the French government in exchanged of the secrets 
(Jenks, 1995).
It was, then, the time of the modern when vision was the only means 
to knowledge and truth. Modernity reduced the knowable and the 
existent world to observable properties. Therefore the modern scientific 
method is based on materiality. And the Renaissance perspective is the 
dominant convention of pictorial representations arid is based on the 
rule that the perceived size of objects in nature varies proportionally 
with the square of the distance from the eye. The method of projecting
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three-dimensional space onto a two-dimensional surface subjects the 
eye as the center of the space, and as Stam suggests that the code of 
perspective produces the illusion of its own absence denying its status 
as representation and transforms the image to a window on the world 
(Stam, 1992).
Photography was born in such a cultural view of modernity, and 
therefore was understood in relation to privileged notion of modern 
vision. It was the realization of objective science as a from of 
representation. It is this appropriation of photography which is 
attributed as the "trivial realism." Slater argues that by trivial realism, 
photography acquires:
"... properties by which it could be interpreted much along the 
lines of a neutral observation language and correspondence 
view of language. Due to its trivial realism - its meticulous, 
objective and impersonal representation of the surface attributes 
of matter - photography could be seen as exemplary of modern, 
and modernizing vision: photography interpreted in terms of its 
realistic qualities appears to have a special and intimate relation 
to the positive, to be a machine for the production of positivist 
vision." (Jenks, 1995: 222)
He further analyzes this trivial realism into three components: 
representational, ontological (or existential) and mechanical realism.
Photography was a technical perfection of the codes of realistic 
representation, which was then common in other media, especially in 
painting. Renaissance perspective was inherent in the photographic 
media itself. Rendering of objects by natural light, accuracy of the detail, 
texture, and line were also autonomously produced in photography.
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Because of its perfect "draughtsmanship," photography, at once, 
acquired a superior representational realism. Therefore, photograph is 
an iconic sign, whose relation with its referent is that of resemblance.
The fact that the existence of photography depends on the real existence 
of the objects photographed imparts an existential dimension to the 
photographic realism. It is this feature of photographic realism that 
gives the credibihty of what is seen on the photograph - if you see it on 
the photograph, it has for sure, happened or existed once.
Mechanical realism of photograph is, for Slater in fact, cannot be 
separated from its ontological realism. Mechanical realism refers to the 
unification of the three activities of appropriation of the material 
world: to represent, to know, and to transform. Photography, 
conceptualized as a unified technology of vision guarantees the 
objectivity of modern vision; that is to be mechanical is to be 
impersonal.
Consequently, high representational accuracy, existential and 
mechanical nature of photography imparts its "trivial realism" as well 
as applauds its modernism as Slater further comments:
"Photography, like modern vision, reduces the world to 
objectively described surfaces with no inherent meaning: to facts. 
It sees only what is there - not values nor supernatural entities. 
It is wedded representationally, ontologically and 
mechanically/industrially to the positive, to the world as 
materially given, as matter in motion. To that world and only 
that world. Photography, moreover, is not only technically but 
also indiscriminately realistic: it not only sees things well, but
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sees everything and so brings everything within the field of 
representation." (Jenks, 1995: 223)
Fig. 18 United States claiming that the Libian aircrafts were armed
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All three aspects of "trivial realism" of photography work 
simultaneously. The occasional inability of realization of any one of 
them re-creates it simultaneously by the realization of the others. 
Although an occasional photograph is not of high quality, one can still 
demand the credibility of the representation's materiality. A strange 
occasion of making use of such a belief on the credibility of 
photography had happened when the United States Airforce had 
claimed that the Libyan aircraft, which had entered the forbidden air 
zone, were armed with missiles, by showing a very blurred photograph 
of one of the Libyan aircraft taken from a United States aircraft. Such a 
photograph could be created on the computer almost in minutes (Fig. 
18).
Here, we come to the most critical point, that "trivial realism" of 
photography in the modern age did not really serve to the de­
enchantment project of modernity through objective vision, rather it 
produced a belief in modernity by using its techniques in complete 
opposition to its own aims and principles, it re-enchanted the world 
through what, Slatter calls natural magic:
"... if the modernity is based on restricting "believing" to 
"seeing", on the idea that seeing is the only valid basis for 
believing, then it must constantly generate visual spectacles 
which inspire belief. ... The term 'natural magic' describes the 
kind of spectacular experience around which modern audiences 
for modernity are formed: science as a popular cultural 
experience is constituted through a demonstrable capacity to 
make nature wonderful, to make it do wonderful things, to have 
a command over nature's own principles which offer the power 
to make it perform at will and according to the ends of human 
imagination and excitement." (Jenks, 1995: 223, 226-227)
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What we understand from magic here is obviously not in the sense of 
a pre-modern, pre-science belief, of which the wonders are produce by 
supernatural forces, rather as a popular form of modernity that 
simulates a supernatural event through technique, whose persuasion 
depends on the realism of the effect. However, if the technique is 
known or visible to the spectator, it loses all its spectacular effect, and 
what remains is only the wonder at the capability of the technique to 
simulate the supernatural event. Therefore, "natural magic" as a new 
cultural form of modern magic, reveals itself by hiding the technique 
of accomplishment.
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Fig. 19 An Experiment on a Bird in an Airpump. Joseph Wright of
Derby (c. 1767-8).
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Slater reports, they were first the scientists who made use of the 
"natural magic" (however unconsciously) to demonstrate the 
principals that science can reveal, to demystify the world (Fig. 19). 
However, what were appealing to the audiences of the shows were not 
the scientific principles but the wonders they could produce. And it was 
the Victorian age, when an inflation of spectacles (not in the sense of 
mere visibles, but excessive, astounding, larger than life) was 
experienced from commercialized leisure and entertainment, to the 
revival of theater, to shop display, advertising, museums, and 
exhibitions, to a spectacle of the city by new buildings and bridges 
(Jenks, 1995). And today we are witnessing the age of the spectacles of 
film, television, computer graphics, virtual reality which have almost 
totally diminished the de-enchanting function of "trivial realism" and 
are celebrating the re-enchantment of the world creating their 
hyperrealty by the simulations of Baudrillard. Note that, they have not 
diminished nor subverted the "trivial realism" of photography and its 
"derivatives". They have broken only one part of the two-sided 
process. "Trivial realism" is still alive! Now that it is a one sided 
process gives way to absolute simulations with no more referent to the 
real 'real' as in the case of digital special effects cinematography.
Cinematic image in relation to photography is a "natural magic" 
producing the illusion of verisimilitude. However, it is misleading to 
treat this as a total illusion. Arnheim's "partial illusion" theory states 
that:
"Each of the representative arts is based on a partial illusion of 
reality, which defines the rules of the game for that art. In the 
theater, one laughs if a stage collapses, but not at the sight of a 
'parlor' with only three sides." (Metz, 1974)
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Therefore, it is not that a representative art is either illusionistic or not, 
but has a degree of illusion, an illusion of verisimilitude, that 
determines the degree of the impression of reality in that art. 
Moreover, the degree of "partial illusion" may even change in at 
different instances of a specific performance art, and even by the 
context the work of art is presented.
Carroll, a critique of classical and contemporary film theories who 
concentrates on the ideology of the film, attacks the notion of 
"illusion" in a rather naive manner, stating that the word "illusion" is 
a label that signals deception, as practiced by magicians and, before 
them demons (Carroll, 1988). Such a critique of "illusion" may be 
proper only for ethical studies, and doing so he threatens the very 
nature of cinema, and even makes it impossible to realize some special 
constituents of cinematic image, namely special effects. Because, he 
extends his critique of "illusion" saying that:
"... not only are the techniques of visual verisimilitude ranked 
as illusions in-and-of themselves; they also facilitate further 
illusions, or more aptly false beliefs." (Carroll, 1988: 92)
and also attacks the "camouflage" notion of illusion, whereby:
"... illusionism works by masking "real" unseeable forces by 
means of a phenomenal presence that implies that what we see 
is "all there is." (Carroll, 1988: 105)
Caroll's statements are completely true. However, these are the two 
core concepts of illusion, that makes the special effects cinematography 
work. If cinematic image is the first level of illusion, then special effects
I
(which have become even more widespread through the use of digital
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technology) are on a second higher level of illusion. They are further 
illusions within the illusion of the cinema. The flying sequences in 
"Hook," which utilized heavy cable guides, which were then 
electronically "erased" out of each shot is an example on the 
"camouflage" notion of illusion (Wasko, 1994). As a result, without the 
notion of illusion, it becomes impossible to explain the existence of 
special effects within cinema.
Carroll proposes the notion of "recognizibility," as an alternative to 
"illusion" to better explain the spectator's apprehension of mimetic 
representations:
"A film image, or a photo, or a portrait represents x and, when it
is successful, the spectator recognizes x in the representation, i.e.,
recognizes that the representation is a representation of x."
(Carroll, 1988:103)
To avoid the recognizibility of special effects processes is, in fact, the 
essential task of special effects cinematographers. They are magicians 
not in an anthropological sense commanding supernaturally occult 
forces but in a technical sense being experts on artifice.
Returning back to Arheim's theory of "partial illusions," Metz argues, 
though the statement of the theory is acceptable, it grounded on a 
wrong misleading concept. Arheim states that the nature and the 
degree of partial illusion depend on the material and technical 
conditions of the representation, and he derives that due to the absence 
of time and volume dimensions, photography has a much weaker 
degree of impression of reality than that of cinema, with its temporal 
aspect and its acceptable equivalent for depth, obtained by the interplay 
of movement (which we will discuss in the next section), but he ranks
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theater by a higher degree of impression of reality, since film is merely 
an image but theatrical performance happens in real time and space. 
Metz, as expected, opposes Arheim's statement on the comparison of 
theater with film, and points out that he falls into the trap of 
"segregation of spaces" a concept developed by Albert Michotte van der 
Breck to distinguish the space where the unreal cinematic spectacle 
takes place and the space of the material movie theater. Metz describes 
the concept as follows:
"The space of the diegesis (denotative material of a film) and 
that of the movie theater (surrounding the spectator) are 
incommensurable. Neither includes nor influences the other, 
and everything occurs as if an invisible but airtight partition 
were keeping them totally isolated from each other." (Metz, 1974: 
10) (my italics)
The space of the spectators impression, therefore, is divided into two 
completely separate spaces: the physical space of the movie theater, and 
the space of the film's diegesis. The impression of reality of film, 
obviously, originates within the space of the film's diegesis, and the 
physical space of the movie theater encourages the construction of 
impression of reality by leading the spectator into the diegetic space, 
with its specially designed interior (with its dark surrounding, its 
acustic construction, etc.) A distinction should also be made between 
the impression of reality produced by the film's diegesis and the reality 
of the representational material. What the representational material 
produces by itself is not the impression of reality but the perception of 
reality. Hence, when we are judging the degree of impression of reality 
in a representation, we have to consider two things. First, the 
impression of reality originates within the diegetic space of the 
representation. Second, the reality of the representational material does 
not necessarily imply the impression of reality produced by the
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representation. Indeed, as in the case of theatrical representation, 
materiality of the representation may even obscure the impression of 
reality. Because the two spaces experienced by the spectator - one of 
diegesis and one of interior architecture - cannot be segregated enough 
for the impression of reality to originate in the diegetic space. The two 
spaces cannot be totally isolated in theater, because the stage and the 
actors, being the diegesis of representation simply belong to the 
materiality of the theater.
Metz, therefore, argues that theater being a total reality thrusts itself on 
the perception of something real (materiality of the stage, decorum, 
and the actors), and tries to imitate a fiction based on its material 
perception, not to realize an unreal as in the case of film. The theater 
spectator always tends to lend himself on the physical reality of the 
theater's diegesis, while still experiencing a fiction. He is constantly 
subjected to a conflict between the unreal fiction and the real 
representer. The film spectator never experiences such a conflict. The 
diegesis of theater is too real whereas diegesis of film is only light 
(which is not material) reflecting on a screen, therefore it is always 
easier for the cinema to create a fiction. Consequently, it is not that the 
impression of reality is stronger in theater than in film but just the 
opposite.
At this point, it should also be noted that the suspension of the diegesis 
from reality is not the only factor that increases the impression of 
reality. Otherwise, this would imply that photography and even 
representational painting would be more powerful vehicles than 
cinema to produce the impression of reality. Because they are removed 
further (with the lack of motion, for example) from reality as compared 
to cinema. As the vehicle of representation is removed further from 
reality for a fiction to be possible, it should not loose its perceptional 
properties that are analogical to the perception of external reality for
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the fiction to create an impression of reality. For Metz, film is at this 
optimal point, on either side of which the impression of reality 
produced by the fiction tends to decrease (Metz, 1974:13). On the one 
side, there is theater whose diegesis is too real. On the other side, there 
are photography and representational painting, whose representational 
codes are too poor (compared to cinema) to be analogical to the 
perception of reality.
An analogy of this concept can be carried out to compare the 
impression of reality of special effects produced by traditional methods 
using material models and robots and those of digital. Although this 
depends on many other factors from craft-work to narrative structure 
of the film, the fact that the representation of the former refers to 
reality, while of the later to simply itself (for it is itself unreal), digital 
special effects whose diegesis is already unreal has a greater potential to 
be stronger in the impression of reality. When the spectator, for an 
instance, realizes that what he sees are mere models or robots, their 
reality effect suddenly diminishes. However, there is no reference for 
digital special effects for an alternative interpretation since they refer 
simply to themselves, then the spectator can place digital special effects 
nowhere but only within the diegetic space of the film. It is for this 
reason, that some computer animated characters can be more realistic 
than living actors.
4.2.2. Cinematic Image and Motion
It is the phi-effect (phenomenon of apparent movement), that creates 
the illusion of movement, that makes the spectator perceive the series 
of static images as the equivalent of a tangible material movement. 
And it is the general law of psychology that movement is always 
perceived as real. Therefor this is one obvious reason, that cinematic 
image, which is in motion, possesses a higher degree of reality than 
photographic image.
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The impression of reality is reinforced by the sense of immediacy. For 
most photography critics such as Barthes, Sontag, etc. photography 
presents us traces of the past, that creates the problematic of both 
presence and absence of the photograph. Bazin extends this notion into 
cinema, and claims that animated photography or cinema is 
experienced as the trace of a past motion. However, as Metz opposes, 
with the introduction of motion the understanding of photography as 
traces of the past is no more vivid. Because, motion is always perceived 
to happen at present time, and the introduction of motion increases 
the impression of reality, and this increment carries the event to 
present time. Motion brings a higher degree of reality to cinematic 
image: motion on the screen is itself real, because motion is not a 
material but a visual phenomenon. And it is the criterion of 
"materiality" that distinguishes whether the motion perceived is 
disseminating from the real or from a copy. Since the experience of 
seeing a film includes no kind of a material interaction with the 
cinematic screen and the spectator (as with the photographic paper and 
the viewer), motion dissolves the distinction between object and copy. 
It is not that the spectator believes on the copy as real, but at least he is 
not obscured with a material interaction for a subjective desire to 
b e liev e . Furthermore, cinematic image is more real than a 
photographic one not only because it is more "lively," more 
"animated," but also motion brings materiality or corporality and 
therefore autonomy to object as well as it brings a sense of volume by 
separating the moving object from the background. Consequently, as 
Edgar Morin has put it:
"The combination of reality of motion and appearance of forms 
gives us the feeling of concrete life and the perception of objective 
reality. Forms lend their objective structure to movement and 
movement gives body to the forms." (Metz, 1974: 7)
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4.2.3. Cinematic Narration
It is ironic, that the model of narration developed by Hollywood 
entertainment cinema, which is the most formative and conventional 
constituent of the structure of a film has achieved to be the most 
powerful vehicle to convey the famous "realistic effect" of Hollywood 
cinema. The success of Walt Disney's animated feature films, though 
not essentially photographic, rests on the effective use of this narrative 
model. Classical Hollywood narrative cinema, that has developed due 
to the specific conditions of cinema that were constructed within the 
American studio system between 1915 and 1955 stills tends to dominate 
our basic preconceptions for the model of a cinema (Ellis, 1992). 
Classical cinema evokes the reconstitution of a fictional world by 
means of ingenious aesthetic economies (narrative and imagistic) 
where this fictional world can be characterized by internal coherence, 
plausible and linear causality, psychological realism, and the 
appearance of spatial and temporal continuity. This continuity is 
achieved by developing motivated techniques of shooting and editing 
which became conventions both on the part of the producer and the 
spectator. Choreographed progressions from establishing shot to 
medium shot to close shot; dissolves and iris effects for evoking the 
passage of time; position matches, direction matches, movement 
matches, and inserts to coverup unavoidable discontinuities to achieve 
imperceptible transition from shot to shot; subjective shots, shot- 
reaction shots, eyeline matches, empathetic music to imply subjectivity 
are some of the widely used techniques to achieve continuity in the 
film, to make the events pass by "naturally." These aesthetic economies 
of technique provide the conventions that help the spectator to 
understand the filmic narrative easily and that help the producer to 
communicate with the spectator without much effort. A significant 
part of the realism effect of classical cinema comes from its 
transparency: the attempt to conceal the constructed nature of the film, 
to give a feeling that the events are developing naturally as the film
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proceeds. Film theoreticians, also draw on Barthes notion of "fictional 
reality effects: the artistic orchestration of apparently inessential details 
as guarantors of authenticity." Such representational details play a very 
important role to create an optical illusion of truth (Stam, 1992: 188).
One distinctive feature of classical narrative is, that every element of 
film, camera work, casting, m ise-en-scene, sound, editing work 
altogether to constitute a coherent, understandable whole. Every 
element serves for the viewer to make full sense of the story without 
any missing parts. For example, if something is not or cannot be told by 
the camera-work, sound complements it. We observe that most of the 
special effects serving as an element to narrate the story, are supported 
by other filmic units for the existence of these special effects to be easily 
comprehensible, whereby the spectator is motivated to find the effects 
plausible and hence realistic within the story of the film. In Terminator 
II (Dir. James Cameron, 1991), the structure and the functioning of T- 
1000 is described via various dialogs between other actors, that T-1000 is 
a liquid metal that has the ability to mimic anybody's appearance as 
well as his voice once he makes a physical contact, however only when 
the victim's body is of the same size with his own. Once this 
information is provided, then the melting, morphing and other digital 
effect sequences become legitimized, and the effects become more 
realistic since they are now coherent with the story.
Within the principles of classical narration, we have to admit that the 
very existence of special effects, as filmic elements, serve for the 
construction of the story. However, unlike other elements, they are not 
"transparent" cinematographic techniques that make the events pass 
for "natural." Although they can be understandable within the story of 
the film, the spectator knows that they are special effects, because they 
are not plausible with external physical reality. Therefore, unlike other 
filmic elements, they cannot be rendered invisible like camera
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movements, for example. In fact, it is never desired to render a special 
effect invisible, rather one special reason (but not the only one) of the 
production of most films that use high-end digital special effects, is to 
demonstrate the unimaginable capacity of technology to create 
incredible spectacles. Then, we are confronting with non-narrative 
aspects of special effects that bring forth the style. Do then high-tech 
films not conform to the model of classical Hollywood narrative 
cinema? We cannot assert this easily, rather the narrative construction 
of the story conforms to the model of classical Hollywood cinema, and 
maybe even more than other Hollywood films. However, spectacular 
special effects of these films do have distinctive aesthetic styles that 
cannot be understood within classical realism of Hollywood narrative. 
Therefore, we will focus on the notion of "excess" proposed by 
Thompson. Filmic materials as "excess" stand out perceptually but they 
do not fit narrative patterns (Bordwell, 1985: 53). Before we proceed 
further, let us have a closer look at the phenomenal process of 
narration in a film (Fig. 20).
NARRATION
Syuzhet
A
Fabula
Style
Fig. 20 A phenomenal model of narration according to Bordwell,
(Bordwell, 1985).
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Bordwell informs that the spectator creates an imaginary construct 
progressively and retroactively throughout the film: the fabu la  
(sometimes translated as "story"). He describes fabula as:
"... a pattern which perceivers of narrative create through 
assumptions and inferences. It is the developing result of 
picking up narrative cues, applying schemata, framing and 
testing hypothesis." (Bordwell, 1985: 49)
More specifically, fabula organizes the action as a chronological cause- 
and-effect chain of events within the given duration and the spatial 
field of the film. Fabula is not a pro-filmic event and not present 
within the diegesis of the film, therefore it is not a given but that 
inferred from the diegesis of the film. We develop the fabula 
imaginatively via the phenomenally present materials and forms 
encountered in the film, which constitute two interrelated and 
interacting systems: syuzhet and style.
The syuzhet (usually translated as plot) consists of explicitly presented 
filmic components from which fabula can be inferred. As Bordwell 
argues, it is not adequate to treat syuzhet as "the totality of formal and 
stylistic materials in the film" as in a formalistic reading, but rather as:
"... a more abstract construct, the patterning of the story as a 
blow-by-blow recounting of the film could render it. The syuzhet 
is a system because it arranges components- the story events and 
states of affairs - according to specific principles." (Bordwell, 1985: 
50)
Bordwell states three types of principles that relate the syuzhet to the 
fabula: narrative logic, time and space. Firstly, syuzhet facilitates the
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construction of the fabula by systematically encouraging the viewer to 
make relations between events, where each event is a consequence of 
another event, of a character trait, or of some general law or common 
sense. Hence, the viewer makes linear causal inferences through a 
narrative logic. At some instances, syuzhet may obstruct or complicate 
the construction of casual relations. Secondly, syuzhet may facilitate or 
barricade the construction of the fabula by presenting the events in any 
sequence, in any time span, and at any frequency depending on the 
concept of a specific film. And thirdly, syuzhet helps to construct the 
fabula by informing the viewer about the relevant space organizations 
(be them precise, vague or abstract) of events. Syuzhet may also 
complicate, suspend or deliberately mislead the construction of fabula 
space depending on the concept of the film. Syuzhet is "the dramaturgy 
of the fiction film, the organized set of cues prompting us to infer and 
assemble story information" (Bordwell, 1985).
Style, on the other hand, refers to the "film's systematic use of 
cinematic devices." Therefore, style also constitutes a system which 
organizes components - particular film techniques - according to 
specific principles (Bordwell, 1985). Style organizes the film as a 
technical phenomenal process, while, syuzhet organizes it as a 
"dramaturgical" one. Therefore, they co-exist within a film, and one 
could even view a film as a stylistic structure, as a steady flow of 
applications of cinematic techniques.
Style and syuzhet are related to each other with an interactive process. 
The customary process is, that film technique (style) is used to support 
syuzhet tasks. In other words, syuzhet system controls the stylistic 
system. Syuzhet system is the dominant one as in the model of classical 
Hollywood narration. The mode of classical narration therefore tends 
to be invisible or seamless. It seems as if the narration is not 
constructed through cinematic conventions, rather everything tends to
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be happening objectively and autonomously without the intervention 
of a subjective authority. This mode is due to the following properties 
of the stylistic technique used in classical narration, as Bordwell 
suggests:
"1. Classical narration treats film technique as a vehicle for the 
syuzhet's transmission of fabula information.
2. In classical narration, style typically encourages the spectator 
to construct a coherent, consistent time and space for the fabula 
action.
3. Classical style consists of a strictly limited number of 
particular technical devices organized into a stable paradigm, 
and ranked probabilistically according to syuzhet demands." 
(Bordwell, 1985:162-3)
Alternative stylistic techniques may be available for a particular 
syuzhet task. Spielberg could have used robotic models of dinosaurs in 
Jurassic Park instead of using computer generated models. However, 
the preference of one technique over the other may have different 
effects on the spectator's perceptual and cognitive activity (Bordwell, 
1985). Even if style system supports the syuzhet system, the style system 
rendering the filmic texture may become a prominent factor on the 
spectator's activity. In its extreme case, the stylistic technique can be the 
dominant theme of the film, and this even goes further (at some 
specific instances of a film or theoretically through the whole film) and 
the style leaves supporting the syuzhet, and hence becoming a non- 
narrational element, demonstrates the technique just for its own sake. 
This is the case (maybe not in its extreme) in high-tech driven films. 
During the instances of spectacular digital special effects, while they are 
supporting the syuzhet system (their logical existence within the 
narration), they stop narrating the story, and begin to demonstrate their 
spectacular technological achievements as "magic." Sometimes, it may
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even be the case, where narration is structured in order to foreground 
the spectacles. People who have seen T erm inator-II (Dir. James 
Cameron, 1991) or Jurassic Park (Dir. Steven Spielberg, 1993) for 
example, wonder more at the capability of the state-of-the-art 
technology rather than the glamour of the story. Even for some, who 
cannot figure out the underlying technological process to create these 
spectacles, they are seen as magical instances. The adversary of these 
films also reveals this intention, by emphasizing the amazing special 
effects rather than the story.
Digital special effects reverses the customary relation between the 
syuzhet and the style system. What this reversed process produces are 
the non-narrational elements, which are appreciated by the spectators 
through artistic (or techno-artistic) motivation. Thompson describes 
these elements as "excess": materials which stand out perceptually, and 
that do not fit narrative patterns (Bordwell, 1985). He also suggests that:
"Motivation is the primary tool by which the work makes its
own devices. At the point where motivation fails excess begins."
(Thompson, 1981: 287)
In classical Hollywood narrative cinema, the forms of realistic, 
compositional or generic motivation encourages the construction of 
the fabula (Bordwell, 1985). At the moments of technical virtuosity as 
of special effects, these forms of motivations cease for an instance, 
giving way to the emergence of "excess" which can no more be 
appreciated through dominant modes of motivation but through 
"artistic" motivation. Barthes, also points to the same phenomena 
while speaking of a film's "third meaning" one lying beyond 
denotation and connotation: the realm in which casual lines, colors,
I
expressions and textures become "fellow travellers" of the story
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(Barthes, 1977). We do not say that special effects are non-narrative 
elements. The narration would be incomprehensible without them, 
however special effects do much more than the narration needs, and 
begin to celebrate themselves by producing "excesses".
Altman argues, that classical Hollywood narrative system also has 
excesses: unmotivated events, rhythmic montage, highlighted 
parallelism, overlong spectacle. But he also points out that these 
excesses have always been impoverished by theories of classical 
narrative. For him the reasons are historical and should be looked for 
at the origins of the classical narrative:
"Most accounts of Hollywood classical narrative jump directly 
from nineteenth century novels to the cinema. Only, David 
Bordwell and Kristin Thompson have remained systematically 
attentive to the nineteenth century stage as a contributing 
element to classical Hollywood cinema. While Bordwell stresses 
the influence of the well-made play in stamping out coincidence 
as a central from of causality, Thompson invokes the well-made 
play as a major source for thorough motivation and the 
resulting continuity of action. Thompson is especially clear in 
setting up a progression stretching from the novel through 
original well-made plays and the increasingly popular short 
story form to Hollywood classical narrative. Like other students 
of cinema, however, Bordwell and Thompson pay little 
attention to the possible contribution of melodramatic material 
to the classical paradigm. This repression of popular theater has 
the effect of denying Hollywood cinema its fundamental 
connection to popular traditions and to their characteristic forms 
of spectacle and narrative. By eschewing the more popular serial 
forms and theatrical adaptations, critics abandon to understand
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what is going on beneath and within the classical aspects of 
Hollywood narrative." (Gaines, 1992: 25-6)
For him, such a view would be the only way to understand 
Hollywood's excesses which systematically point toward the embedded 
melodramatic mode. Although these excesses tend to organize a second 
system, they never constitute a threat to the dominant mode of 
narration, to the principle of narrative causality. The dominant rules as 
long as it bears resistance, as Altman puts it:
"Dominant implies more than just primacy. It also implies 
pressure within a closed system. This pressure in turn produces 
a counterpressure that may eventually surface as resentment, 
resistance or revolution. This counterpressure must not be 
thought as secondary, but as part and parcel of very process of 
dominating." (Altman, 1992: 30-1)
Excesses as the counterpressure than signals us the existence of a 
competing logic other than the dominant mode of classical narration 
within itself. BordwelTs analysis of possible narrative models for a 
fiction film provide us the suitable material to find out the competing 
modes of narration that will better explain special effects as excesses.
Bordwell identifies four models of narration for a fiction film: classical 
narrative cinema, the international art cinema, historical-materialist 
cinema, and "parametric" cinema. High-tech films seem to rely heavily 
on classical Hollywood narration, especially during the construction of 
the fabula from the syuzhet system. They even seem to rely on the 
function of style as practiced by classical narration, except special 
moments of special effects. For the specific instances of special effects 
high-tech film-makers feel free to play with the mise-en-scene. More
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specifically digital special effects provide much higher control over the 
m ise-en-scene while providing endless possibilities. Furthermore, 
distinctive features of digital special effects provide further practices 
with other cinematic techniques such as camera work, or editing. 
When traditional robotic models were used, they had to be shot in 
close-ups as much as possible. Otherwise, it could be easily understood 
that they are mere models. But computer generated models can almost 
be treated like any other actor, and they can be "shot" in any desired 
way. Digital special effects also provides possibilities that can never be 
accomplished by traditional techniques. For example, the morphing 
sequences from computer model to human actor in Terminator-II 
could not be created in any other way. Cameron says, he had to wait for 
five years to make the film until the technology has become available 
to create such scenes. With such an achievement, no more special 
editing techniques had to be utilized in transformation sequences, 
where the whole transformation could not be created in front of the 
camera.
These specific instances of digital special effects, where the narration 
"stops" and the ingenious techniques begin to surround the spectator, 
motivates us to relate high-tech films with the model of "parametric" 
narration.
Bordwell describes, "parametric" narration as the one in which "the 
film's stylistic system creates patterns distinctive from the demands of 
the syuzhet system." (Bordwell, 1985: 275). He objects the inclination 
that the dominance of style can only be recognized in abstract or 
nonnarrative films. He also admits that, a narrative cinema can be 
imagined in which syuzhet processes and stylistic processes can 
alternate in emphasis during the course of the film. The theories of 
"parametric" narration emphasizes representation and hence 
conventions over realism. From a structuralist point of view, cinema
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is seen as a system of convention through which meaning is made. 
And the practice of "parametric" narrative cinema makes statements 
about these conventions by deliberately distorting them. The 
appreciation of stylistic techniques is not based on a "realistic" 
motivation (as is the case in classical narration), which consists of 
making connections recognized as plausible by common opinion, 
rather on "artistic" motivation which most spectators lack.
Special effect sequences can be treated as conforming to a model of 
"parametric" narration, because of their overt emphasis on technique. 
However, the stylistic technique emphasized is not one that can be 
appreciated only by cinema professionals and scholars, rather a 
technological magic, a spectacle, one of high-tech art, which can be 
appreciated or easily "consumed" by a normal spectator. It is not only 
that they can be easily appreciated because they are visual spectacles. 
They are also strongly supported by the classical Hollywood narrative 
(while they support the narrative). They are plausible effects of 
previous events and causes of further events. Their strong relations 
with the classical narrative make them part of the cinematic realism, 
and make them easily "consumed" spectacles within the course of the 
film. Once they are justified by the classical narrative, they get a "free 
ticket" to demonstrate the capacity of technology to create magic. What 
they finally create are "excess" spectacles.
It is now time to add another item in the diagram of the phenomenal 
process of film narration specific to high-tech films (Fig. 21). For all the 
reasons presented above, we can see that the output of this process is 
not only fabula as constructed from the syuzhet, but also technological 
spectacles as derived from the style. It can also be asserted that most of 
the time it is not the fabula but the spectacles that govern the spectators
I
viewing activity. In the following chapters we will deal with the
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implications of these technological spectacles, namely technological 
magic, intertextual pleasures, reflexivity and hyperreality.
Syuzhet
A
NARRATION
Fabula
Style Spectacle
Fig. 21 Revised version of Bordwell's model of narration.
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5. REFLECTIONS OF THE NEW HOLLYWOOD ON 
COMPUTER EFFECTS
5.1. The New Hollywood
After World War II, Hollywood has gone through a series of 
transformations covering its economic and institutional structure, its 
mode of production, and its system of narrative conventions. This was 
due to various developments inside and outside the industry, 
particularly: the shift to independent motion-picture production, the 
changing role of the studios, the emergence of commercial TV and 
other entertainment media, and changes in American lifestyle and 
patterns of media consumption (Collins, 1993).
The new period, known as "the New Hollywood," has been the steady 
rise of movie blockbusters. While the classical era (before 1950), relied 
primarily on A-class features to generate revenues, Hollywood has 
been increasingly hit-driven since the early 1950's. High-cost, high-tech, 
high-stakes blockbusters have been produced for multimedia purposes 
to cover activities ranging from entertainment film, to music videos, 
soundtrack albums, TV series, video cassettes, video games, theme 
park rides, novelizations, cartoons and comic books. Changing 
economic purposes due to the inner and outer developments stated 
above, indicated a shift in the nature of film narrative from that of 
classical Hollywood films (Collins, 1993).
Schatz argues that characteristics of "the New Hollywood" films can be 
clearly experienced in the late 1970's, with the release of Jaws (Dir. 
Steven Spielberg) in 1975 and of Star Wars (Dir. George Lucas, 1977) 
two years later. While the classical Hollywood films emphasized 
narrative with character depth and development, "the New 
Hollywood" films emphasized plot (syuzhet) over character. Schatz 
explains the inverted function between plot and characters as follows:
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"... plot tended to merge more organically as a function of the 
drives, desires, motivations, and goals of the central characters... 
the films, hence, became increasingly plot-driven, increasingly 
visceral, kinetic, and fast paced, increasingly reliant on special 
effects, increasingly "fantastic" (and thus apolitical), and 
increasingly targeted at younger audiences." (Collins, 1993: 23)
Gross calls these films as "Big Loud Action Movies," and argues that 
George Lucas and Steven Spielberg have been leading filmmakers of 
the last two decades, who have absorbed the on-going process since 
1950's, and repackaged it to formulate commercial cinema's discourse 
as we experience it today. He points out four characteristics of the new 
commercial cinema:
" ·  Elaborate and expensively produced elevation of B Movie 
genre plots: They relied heavily on their student awareness of 
genre cinema - from Ford and Hawks to Kubrick - as their 
rationale.
• Reduction of narrative complexity: Gross calls it "comic-book 
narrative" of chases, explosions, etc.
• The cinematic, the image, and technology dominate 
experience: Visual sensation was a key to win audience asset.
• Self-deprecating humor: This makes the violence of the 
movies into fun, and insulates the film from critical contempt." 
(Gross, August 1995: 9)
Now that the purpose of the plot system has shifted from narrative 
development centering on characters to the demonstration of 
spectacles, the situation gave way to other possibilities within the film, 
that do not necessarily serve for the developments of narratives, 
namely excesses as explained in the previous chapter. Computer special 
effects are significant forms of excesses in the contemporary Hollywood 
films. In the following sections, further implications of computer 
special effects as they reflect and enhance the new conceptions brought 
to the spectatorial experience of Hollywood films by the "Big Loud
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Action Movies": reflexivity, intertextuality, and hyperreality will be 
explained.
5.2. R eflexivity , Identification and Cyber-Anim als of 
Ju m an ji
Classical Hollywood narrative, as a socially and historically specific 
representational system, has acquired the notion of "transparency” by 
many theorists. Through conventions of editing, camera work, lighting 
and other formal parameters, the films of Hollywood tried to obscure 
all symptoms of its enunciation, of its constructed nature, and thereby 
to present stories that seem to be without a source, and that present 
themselves as unmediated reality. Obviously, it is not the absolute 
reality what is presented, but "psychological editing" as well as other 
ideological mechanisms of classical Hollywood narrative confirm and 
conform to our culture's way of seeing the world, so that the spectator 
is positioned to replace the visual filed of cinema with external reality.
Psychoanalytic film theory argues that while the real "enunciator" is 
concealed, the spectator is positioned in the role of the "enunciator," as 
the conventions mentioned above give the impression that he or she 
is producing the cinematic phantasm on the screen. The process how 
the space of cinematic enunciation becomes the position of cinematic 
viewing is explained by the notion of "Voyeurism: the libidinal aspect 
of pleasurable looking" (Stam, 1992: 160).
Hence, the spectator "identifies" with the visual field, not as a 
constructed representation, but as a self-generating reality for which 
s/he appears to be the sole, to be the intended subject. Metz refers to 
this phenomenon as "primary cinematic identification," positioning 
the spectator as an empty absent subject of seeing:
I
"We are not referring here to the spectator's identification with
the characters of the film (which is secondary) but to his
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preliminary identification with the (invisible) seeing agency of 
the film itself as discourse, as the agency which puts forward the 
story and shows it to us. Insofar as it abolishes all traces of the 
subject of enunciation, the traditional film succeeds in giving 
the spectator the impression that he is himself that subject, but 
in a state of emptiness and absence, of pure visual capacity." 
(Metz, 1982: 96)
Baudry describes the primary cinematic identification in a slightly 
more technological way:
"The spectator identifies less with what is represented, the 
spectacle itself, that with what stages the spectacle, makes it seen, 
obliging him to see what it sees; this is exactly the function taken 
over by the camera as a sort of relay." (Baudry, 1980: 34)
Psychoanalytic theory further argues that the process in which the 
spectator becomes the subject of the cinematic visual field is not 
intrinsic, essentialist, ahistorical, but our conscious and unconscious 
minds of subjectivity are produced by the social formations and 
symbolic systems that pre-exist our consciousness. Our consciousness is 
thus socially, culturally and historically specific, therefore politically 
produced, as the process of "identification" in cinema.
Avant-garde film-makers attack on the politically produced 
mechanisms of classical Hollywood narrative, and they call for a 
structural film practice that foregrounds the constructed nature of a 
film, and thus that demystifies the characteristic ways of seeing the 
world. They are influentials of the German dramatist, Bertolt Brecht's 
epic theater that rejected classical theater, and instead that calls for a 
narrative structure which was interrupted, fractured, and digressive. 
Brechtian theater aimed to remain the spectator outside of the drama 
rather than to draw them in, placing him in a self-conscious critical 
position. The dominant narrative strategy was one of montage, the
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juxtaposition of self-contained units rather than of organic growth and 
the evolution of a homogeneous structure. The refusal of heroes/stars, 
direct address to the spectator, depsychologization were specific 
techniques of Brechtian theater (Stam, 1992: 198-9).
Brecht proposed the notion of "reflexivity" - the principle that art 
should reveal the principles of its own construction, to avoid the 
impression that fictive events are not "mediated" but simply 
"happened." Avant-garde film makers applied this notion of 
reflexivity to cinema, using self-reflexive techniques such as direct 
address of the camera, violation of conventional continuity editing, 
non-naturalistic acting, lighting and set design, shortly anything that 
violates the conventional norms of classical Hollywood cinema. Doing 
so, they aim to create a spectator who becomes aware of the discursive 
relationship between the film and himself, through a distanced and 
critical engagement of the film (Collins, 1993: 109).
Carrol argues that the notion of reflexivity is not restricted by the 
structuralist film-maker to embrace the task of revealing the nature of 
his medium through the use of the medium itself, but is also 
concerned to reveal the nature of our cognitive perceptual responses to 
the medium. For Carrol, avant-garde film-maker's concern with 
cognition and perception, reflects the obsession of the sixties, an 
interest originated as well by the drug culture and popularization of 
anthropology, phenomenology, and cognitive psychology 
(Tranchtenberg, 1985: 105).
At this point, we have to remark that a film of any school or any genre 
cannot be regarded as totally transparent or totally reflexive, but it 
acquires the characteristics of two notions in varying degrees. Stam 
provides a useful summary of this remark with examples:
"Illusionism, meanwhile, has never been monolithically
dominant even in the mainstream fiction film. The coefficient
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of reflexivity varies from genre to genre (musicals like Singin' in 
the Rain (Dir. Gene Kelly, 1952) are classically more reflexive 
than social realist dramas like Marty (Dir. Delbert Mann, 1955), 
from era to era (in the contemporary epoch reflexivity is 
fashionable, even de rigueur), from film to film by the same 
director (Woody Allen's Zelig (Dir. Woody Allen, 1983) is more 
reflexive than Another Woman (Dir. Woody Allen, 1988), and 
even from sequence to sequence within the same film... Few 
classical films perfectly fit the abstract category of transparency 
often taken to be the norm in mainstream cinema." (Stam, 1992: 
201-2)
The notion of reflexivity works in two ways in special effect sequences 
of films. Firstly, they produce an implicit sub-text of technological 
innovations apart from the main text of the filmic narrative. Special 
effect sequences, while serving for a plot-purpose demonstrate 
technological wizardry, that spectators wonder. It can even be argued, 
that most high-tech blockbusters are produced just for the sake of 
demonstrating a technological innovation, and the narration of the 
film becomes a supporting element of spectacles of special effects, 
rather than being central. The spectators of Terminator-II (Dir. James 
Cameron, 1991), for example, were fascinated by the seamless 
composing of computer-generated imagery with the real film footage, 
the metamorphoses of metallic T-1000 to the human police actor. And 
the spectators of Jurassic Park (Dir. Steven Spielberg, 1993), could not 
believe their eyes when they saw the so realistic dinosaurs, and 
wondered at the technology that created the pre-historic animals.
No matter how these special effects incorporate with the narration of 
the film, they foreground the-state-of-the-art technology for fascination 
and wonder. However, it does not aim to place the spectator in a 
critical/intellectual position about the constructed nature of film, as in 
avant-garde film practice, rather to place the spectator in a pleasurable 
position about the technological magic, similar with the positions of 
the spectators of Daguerra's diorama (see p. 70). Furthermore, as is
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mentioned in the early chapters, each high-tech blockbuster 
demonstrates a further innovation than its predecessors to keep the 
audience fascination at peak. Clearly, a repetition of a special technique 
would not be as fascinating as its first application.
Secondly, the notion of reflexivity works in special effect sequences, 
ironically to encourage and intensify rather than question or subvert 
certain patterns of identification in the viewer. Collins argues that self­
reflexive devices and self-conscious narrational forms do not 
necessarily, automatically and uniformly disrupt the viewer 
identification:
"The recognition of a source outside of the self producing the 
image does not mean that the spectator must bolt from the 
theater screaming "lies, lies, it's all a lie." any more than a 
literary narrator's "dear reader" remarks shatter the reader's 
involvement with a novel. ... Popular narrative since the 19^  ^
century has seldom been frightened to admit its status as a "tale," 
and has generally shown few signs that the recognition of the 
source might preclude spectator/reader involvement. If 
anything, it is the definite recognition of the source - whether it 
be a specific author, genre, or school, etc., that is in large part 
responsible for a given text's popularity." (Collins, 1989: 109)
This process can best be experienced in fumanji (Dir. Joe Johnson, 
1995). The animals of Jumanji are computer-generated cyber animals. 
Within the narration of the film, these animals are also cyber animals 
which spring from a mystical game. They are in a state between the real 
and the unreal. When the game begins, it captures the time and space 
of the real environment, and the animals which live in the cyberspace 
of the game, jump into reality. And the game continues to effect the 
real environment until the game is over. A person may even be killed, 
but since this never happens in the film, nobody knows whether the 
dead will still be dead after the game is over. Finally the game is over, 
and the real environment settles down to its initial state. The game
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resembles a virtual reality game, where the real whole world becomes 
virtual when the game begins. There is constant toggling between the 
real and the unreal. The film, obviously reflects the cyber-nature of 
animals, that are not generated by a computer but generated by a 
mystical game. On the other hand, the spectator does not exactly 
experience that the animals are, in fact, computer-generated and not 
robotics-models, for example, because they are so "lively." They cannot 
also be real animals, because they are so "exaggerated" in behavior, in 
size, etc. Therefore, they have to be cyber animals of digital technology. 
Hence, the self-consciousness of the film that they are cyber animals, 
serves as a delicate commentary on the presumed viewership, a 
commentary that allows the spectators to experience virtual reality. 
The self-reflexivity, here, does not force viewers to criticize their 
positions as spectators of a high-tech film, rather helps them to identify 
with the "players" of the game in the film. Because, both are 
experiencing virtual animals, half-way between the real and the 
unreal: the spectators are experiencing virtually real computer­
generated animals, and similarly the players are experiencing virtually 
real "game-generated" animals.
5.3. Intertextuality: Toontown Goes to the Movies
The theory of intertextuality insists that a text cannot exist as a self- 
sufficient whole, and so does not function as a closed system, because of 
two reasons. Firstly, the writer is a reader of texts before he is the 
creator of texts, and therefore he inevitably incorporates references, 
quotations and influences of every kind into his work. Secondly, the 
process of reading a text, consists of cross-fertilization of the textual 
material by other texts, that the reader brings to it (Worton, 1990: 1). So, 
a text becomes comprehensible only in relation to other texts, at least of 
the same form. Similarly reading of a filmic text requires a pre- 
established experience of spectatorship.
The theory of intertextuality, therefore, questions realism by 
emphasizing the coded, constructed nature of a text, and sees every 
form of art as a discourse, responding not to reality but to other
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discourses. Julia Kristeva, who introduced the term intertextuality for 
the first time, treats film and other artistic discourses as "signifying 
practices" as "differentiated signifying systems" (Stam, 1992: 203). And 
for Stephen Heath, "signifying indicates the recognition of film as a 
system of series of systems of meaning, film as articulation" (Nichols, 
1985: 112). Kristeva defines the text as a production involving both 
producer and reader/spectator (Stam, 1992: 205).
Because the notion of intertextuality relates to broad dimensions of a 
text from production to reading/spectating, the term intertextuality has 
been used to cover different notions of textuality. In its broadest sense 
Collins suggests, it has been used to describe a "free-floating 
intersubjective body of knowledge" (Collins, 1989: 44). Jonathan Culler 
describes this intertextual body as "the general discursive space that 
makes a text intelligible" (Culler, 1982). And in its most restricted sense, 
it has been used to describe the explicit presence of other texts, within a 
given work by focusing on the process of citation, reference, 
appropriation, and even plagiarism. For Collins, the use of the term is 
a matter of degree that intertextual relations can be perceived.
Intertextual qualities have been inherent in films since the era of the 
studio system. Cinema was not the first storytelling medium. 
Therefore, films have been made based on pre-written novels, and this 
has almost become a tradition in Hollywood. Same stories have been 
constantly retold throughout the history of Hollywood. Films have 
been remade from the very beginning of film production. But there 
have been three significant intertextual frames, which orient and 
authorize interpretation and guide the spectator's inferences about the 
story and the characters by providing intertextual cues: genre, stardom, 
and auteur. The established film genres. Western, melodrama, science- 
fiction, etc. present distinctive characteristics of narration, of character 
development, of editing, of mise-en-scene etc., which provide the 
spectator a specific frame of reference to comprehend a film. Stardom, 
firstly from an economic point of view, implies a pre-supposed quality 
of a film, even long before the film is seen, relying on the
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performances of the stars in previous films. During the course of a 
film, the star orients the spectator to specific expectations by his or her 
pre-established characterization and identifications in other films. 
Similarly, the auteur is another, and maybe the most significant aspect 
to judge the quality and the properties of a film, even before it is seen. 
Although there has been debates about who the auteur of a film is, the 
director, as the one who determines the general performance of a film, 
is the commonly accepted auteur. All three intertextual frames 
prepares the spectator for a particular type of cinematic experience 
before the film begins, and continues to determine the expectations in 
collaboration with the narrative development during the course of the 
film (Erdoğan, 1993: 50-5).
The last thirty years witness a conscious use of intertextual forms in 
almost any kind of text, as well as in mainstream cinema. The era of 
New Hollywood presents elaborate use of intertextual forms in films, 
redefining the traditional intertextual frames of reference. 
Contemporary films blurs the boundaries of traditional genre forms, 
and therefore do not attain to a particular traditional genre. Stars 
perform radically different cast of characters in different films. It was, 
for example, a sensation when Tom Cruise performed the role of a 
homosexual vampire in Interview with the Vampire (Dir. Neil Jordan, 
1994). Even directors, such as Steven Spielberg, make films in a vast 
range from documentary to high-tech, action-adventure films. 
Spielberg is even the executive producer of the cartoon series, 
Animaniacs. Intertextual pleasures, therefore mutually, have become a 
significant aspect of spectatorial experience. Thomas Schatz asserts that 
foregrounded intertextual qualities emerged necessarily due to 
changing patterns of cultural production and consumption:
"While movies during the studio era certainly had their 
intertextual qualities, these were incidental and rarely 
undermined the internal coherence of the, narrative itself. 
While many (perhaps most) New Hollywood films still aspire to 
this kind of narrative integrity, the blockbuster tends to be
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intertextual and purposefully incoherent - virtually of necessity, 
given the current conditions of cultural production and 
consumption." (Collins, 1993: 34)
The blockbusters of the New Hollywood are, therefore first of all, 
commercial intertexts. The film is no more an end in itself, but a 
launching pad for diversified media reiterations, ranging from home 
VCR's, to television; from theme park attractions to video games. 
Miller, therefore, points to the interplay of movie making and 
advertising and argues, that blockbusters become massive 
advertisements for multimedia production lines. He further suggests, 
because movies are also to be seen on VCR's and television, and 
because movies are applied to video games, comics and cartoons, 
cinematic technique is adjusted to fit the hypnotic medium of 
television and video games. Downsized visual and spatial scale, action, 
fast pace and transitions, prevalent music and montage, and special 
effects are accordingly emphasized (Miller, April 1990: 49-52).
Schickel argues, that the blockbusters, as commercial intertexts, with 
their less complex narratives and high-gloss styles, supply especially, 
the demands of the younger audiences, who are less alert to narratives, 
but are far more likely to be active multimedia players and consumers. 
Therefore younger spectators can best appreciate the richness and 
complexity of a movie in intertextual terms (Schickel, summer 1989: 2).
The New Hollywood is the era of blurring of the genre distinctions. 
Blockbuster movies incorporate all styles of older genres: westerns, 
adventures, musicals, and even cartoons, "being them and mocking 
them at the same time" in James's terms (James, July 1990). And 
Friedborg points out, that movies now refer to older films as their 
rationale:
"... the old genre is made the object of representation, not 
necessarily as parodic travesty - for humor or critique - but also
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with the possible intention of endorsing, repeating, underlining 
the earlier form - recapitalizing, in a sense, on a past success." 
(Friedberg, 1993:174)
For Schickel, all genres have, in fact, merged into two meta-categories: 
comedies and action-adventure films, both of which offer:
"... a succession of undifferentiated sensations, lucky or unlucky 
accidents, that have little or nothing to do with whatever went 
before or is about to come next, with a mere illusion of forward 
motion created via music and editing." (Schickel, summer 1989: 
3-4)
Appropriation of cartoon imagery into films is one of important 
significance, that the state-of-the-art computer effects have brought 
about. Two movies. The Mask (Dir. Charles Russel, 1994) and Casper 
(Dir. Brad Silberling, 1995), which emerge by the juxtaposition of 
cartoon characteristic with film footage, provide us with extreme 
examples of contemporary intertextual forms. The two films are even 
merging the meta-categories of Schickel: comedy and action-adventure. 
They also redefine the intertextual frames of stardom by incorporating 
stars of the "Toontown" in leading roles.
With the state-of-the-art special effects, cartoon characters are not 
presented to the viewer as 2-D drawing, but as photo-realistic 3-D 
bodies with the real environment of the scenes. The photographic 
plausibility of the cartoon characters with their rationale in the film's 
narrative leaves no space not to treat them as real actors in the film. 
The forerunner to these films as a blockbuster was Who Framed Roger 
Rabbit (Dir. Robert Zemeckis, 1988), which was a juxtaposition of 2-D 
cartoon characters and real actors. Such a coexistence was, however, 
plausible given the rationale of the film's narrative and world view. 
Indeed, the film dreamt of a hybrid world in which cartoon characters 
were a real race. Within this view, it was totally plausible for a visual
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experience where 2-D cartoon characters interact with real humans and 
environment. What differentiates the computer-generated characters 
of The Mask and Casper from those of Who Framed Roger Rabbit, 
(besides their photo-realistic plausibility) cartoonish behaviors of 
computer-generated characters bear no logical relation with the film's 
narrative. In The Mask, Jim Carey takes over supernatural 
qualifications because of a mysterious, "living" mask, and in Casper, 
the computer-generated characters are simply ghosts. These weird 
characters of the two films present cartoonish behaviors are sub-texts of 
the films, excesses outside the films narratives. Ironically, pleasure of 
the films' spectator mostly comes from these excesses. In the case of 
Casper, cartoonish behaviors of ghosts were, in fact, one of film's 
cleverest inventions, which help computer generated characters retain 
as much visual integrity as the human actors. Cartoons have been pre­
experienced phenomena by the spectators, but ghosts have not. There 
is, however, a mediated conception of ghosts in the common sense, but 
this conception does not portray human characteristics like cartoons 
do. Therefore, attributing pre-experienced cartoon characteristics to 
ghosts, rather than inventing totally new ghostly behaviors for the 
film, makes it easier for the auteur, to establish a visual integrity for 
computer-generated characters in the film. Otherwise, their computer­
generated nature would inevitably foreground, disrupting their visual 
integrity as ghosts. And, in the case of The Mask, it is the surreality of 
the film, that gives way to Jim Carey to explode like a Tex Avery wolf, 
but with the depth and detail of a photographic representation. The 
seething eyes and the heart overcome the rules of physics.
3D cartoon movies, which appropriate the intensity of a comic's or a 
cartoon's visuals offer an intertextual experience (with what 
simultaneity comes) rooting its legs to two distinct visual experiences: 
one of cartoons and the other of films. Furthermore, the resulting 
hybrid experience is thoroughly different, which normal movies and 
cartoons cannot achieve alone. Mike Atkinson argues that cartoons 
have always tried to bridge the imaginative gap between what we feel 
and what ordinary live-action movies can show us. Similarly, live-
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action movies struggled to pass into the state of imaginary (where 
cartoon characters live) via extravagant lighting, clown-show bright 
color schemes, aggressively unreal decor, obvious models and make-up 
designs, shortly all that mean to look drawn (Atkinson, July 1995: 12-4). 
Neither of the two seem to accomplish the goal completely. But with 
the films; The Mask and Casper, they seem to meet at the intermediary 
hyperbolic state. Borrowing the codes of photography that refer to 
external reality, and the codes of drawing and painting that frees 
representations from physical constraints, they have established a 
distinctive visual state of experience. Atkinson argues that it is the 
"schizophrenic frisson" that makes The Mask and Casper fascinating in 
ways normal movies or cartoons can never be (Atkinson, July 1995: 14).
Leach provides us with the notion of "boundary rituals" that can help 
to understand the intermediary state of different visual experiences 
(Fiske, 1978: 37-39). Leach explains boundary rituals as transitory events 
between two states of social experience. For instance, being single and 
being married are two states of social experience, and the wedding 
ceremony is the boundary ritual to pass from one state to the other. 
Similarly, visual experiences of cartoons and films are essentially 
different, and the visual experience of 3D cartoon movies is at an 
intermediary states between the two. Therefore, the schizophrenic state 
of viewing these films is analogous to boundary rituals. The pleasure 
of this experience comes from being "stuck" at the boundary. The 
spectator experiences symptoms of the two preliminary states, but can 
never identify the experience exactly as one.
Finally, the creatures of the Toontown are free to enter the realm of 
live-action movies. Reversibly, human actors are also free from their 
physical constraints. Both are learning a lot from each other. 
Imagination and reality have met in the cyberspace that digital 
technology has created, and now it seems as if anything is appropriate 
even in mainstream cinema.
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5.4. H z'peTTeality: Rethinking Cinematic Realism
The prryi^ss of fictionalization in cinema tries to eliminate the constant 
friction b*etween the real world and the unreal cinematic screen, that 
cinema by its nature has always suffered. Fictionalization attempts to 
create a make believe effect, paradoxically making use of the spectator 
awareness that s/he is witnessing a fiction which will not reach 
him /her personally. Odin notes seven distinct operations for the 
process of fictionalization: 1. Figurativization, the construction of 
audio-visual analogical signs; 2. Diegeticization, the construction of a 
fictive world; 3. Narrativization, the temporalization of events 
involving antagonistic subjects; 4. Monstration, the designation of the 
diegetic world be it "actual" or "constructed," as "real;" 5. Belief, the 
split regime whereby the spectator is simultaneously aware of being at 
the movies and experiencing the perceived filrh "as if" it were real; 6. 
Mise-en-phase, the operation which enlists all the filmic instances in 
the service of the narration; 7. Fictivization, the intentional modality 
which characterizes the status and the positioning of the spectator, who 
sees the enunciator of the film not as an originary self but as fictive 
(Odin, 1983: 2).
Fictionalization, therefore, becomes possible when the space of 
communication constituted by producer and spectator together 
becomes the fictional entertainment space of mass-mediated culture. 
Finally, with Jean Baudrillard's space of "hyperreality," the paradoxical 
operation of fictionalization diminishes, when the space of fictional 
communication becomes the dominant space, replacing the space of 
reality.
Baudrillard, as one of the major theorists of postmodernism, provides 
a progressive elaboration of how images and signs change their 
relationship to reality throughout history, from Renaissance, to 
Industrial Revolution, to contemporary postmodern era. In this 
section, we will attempt to apply his formulations to the case of 
Hollywood cinema, to understand the contemporary relation of 
cinematic representation to reality.
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Baudrillard lists four successive phases of the image:
" ·  it is the reflection of a basic reality
• it masks and perverts a basic reality
• it masks the absence of a basic reality
• it bears no relation to any reality: it is its own pure
simulacrum." (Baudrillard, 1983: 11)
Mainstream cinema, by its nature (of photography, of fiction, etc.), has 
to rely on the first three phases of the image to be comprehensible. The 
fourth phase gives it a liberation from reality (on the level of the 
image), a liberation of play.
Due to its photographic nature and its actors, decor and environments 
as parts of reality, even the fiction film is a reflection of a basic reality. 
This is necessary to make "initial" meanings (but not the ultimate one 
the film suggests) from a cinematic image, to bring the operation of 
figurativization as a process of fictionalization in action.
The second phase is what makes a fiction film possible. Fiction film has 
to mask and pervert a basic reality, to be fictive. Otherwise, it cannot 
tell about anything but reality. It, also, masks the constructed nature of 
a film, which is in fact the reality itself. Diegeticization operates at this 
level.
It is the third phase, that creates the reality effect of the film. Being at 
the order of sorcery, this makes the film to be substituted for the real, at 
least during the ritual moment of spectating. This is the arena of 
monstration and belief. This is, also the phase that the film "enjoys" its 
fictivization, with its spectacular elements of the unreal shown as real, 
such as special effects.
Classical Hollywood cinema, for years, relied on the first three phases 
of the image, in order to be comprehensible by the spectator. In one way
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or another, it was always in relation to a basic reality, and tried to 
conceal the fact that it was a mere representation (again we are talking 
about the moments of spectating).
In the era of New Hollywood, the situation still continues. The basic 
motive of spectatorship has not changed, but more has been 
accumulated to this. When Hollywood discovered to play with its 
being a representation, the practice of spectatorship brought about 
further pleasures, while still holding tightly to its basic motives. What 
the New Hollywood has made was to extent its repertoire of sources, 
not by extending the thematic elements of reality in film, but by 
extending to the world of representation as if it is one of reality. What 
is crucial here is that, the New Hollywood plays with its 
representations, not to reflect its work of production, as in avant-garde 
film practice, but to elevate its elements of representation to the status 
of the real. "Who Framed Roger Rabbit," for example, does not assert 
that films are like imaginary cartoons, but that cartoons are as real as 
films. Similarly, in one of the episodes in Casper, the ghostbusters in a 
previous film of the same name were hired to manage with Casper and 
his three uncles, as if "ghostbusting" is a real occupation (Ghostbusters. 
Dir. Ivan Reitman, 1984).
Baudrillard, further lists three historical orders of "simulacra" 
(Baudrillard, 1983). Demonstration of technology as a magic, magic 
lanterns, dioramas belong to the first-order simulacrum. It was the era 
of theater and the games of mask and appearance, where counterfeit 
worked on substance and form of the original. It was the era of 
Daguerre, whose problem was to challenge the truth. It was the era 
when false was bom along with the natural.
Industrial Revolution, the era of reproduction at gigantic scales with 
indifference and equivalence, brought about the second order 
simulacrum. It was the era, when the dilemma of original and 
counterfeit diminished, because technique was the main concern, with 
its capability of production of indifferent, identical objects in huge
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numbers. And it was the era, when "models," models of systems, of 
objects, of representations emerged to compare with, replacing the 
habitual practice of comparison to reality.
Classical Hollywood cinema was born in the age of the second-order 
simulacrum. Serial production of films like a factory, created a model 
of narrative, with which films are to be compared. The films of the era 
were not subjected to comparison to a basic reality, as in the case of 
dioramas, but to the model of classical narrative, for a reality effect.
Serial reproduction was, however, transitory, and it gave way to 
proliferation, modulation from a basic model, a generating nucleus 
like DNA. This is the contemporary era of the third-order simulacrum, 
where "the signifier of reference" is no more reality but the nucleus 
model itself:
"Here [in the third-order simulacrum] are the models from 
which proceed all forms according to the modulation of their 
differences. Only affiliation to the model makes sense, and 
nothing flows any longer according to its end, but proceeds from 
the model, the "signifier of reference," which is a kind of 
anterior finality and the only resemblance there is." (Baudrillard, 
1983: 101)
Now that "signs of the real are substituted for the real itself," in the era 
of third-order simulacrum, films begin to talk about themselves. The 
deliberate consciousness of the film as a film (reflexivity as one of its 
consequences) has become possible by giving an end to the myth of 
classical Hollywood narrative, where the film rendered every element 
of construction as transparent. Baudrillard explains the end of myth of 
a system, like that of classical Hollywood cinema as follows:
I
"In its indefinite reproduction, the system puts an end to its 
myth of its origins and to all the referential values it has itself
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secreted along the way. Putting an end to its myth of beginning, 
it ends its internal contradictions (no more real or referential to 
be confronted with) and it puts an end also to the myth of its 
own end: the revolution itself." (Baudrillard, 1983: 112)
One consequence of the de-mythification of films, by foregrounding the 
processes of construction, is the rendering of the filmic screen as 
"surface," de-realization of the film. Odin speaks of a new kind of 
spectator shaped by the postmodern communication environment. 
Instead of the usual tertiary structure of film, narration and spectator, 
he argues, we find a dual structure in which film acts directly on the 
spectator, who vibrates not to a fiction but rather to variations of 
rhythm, intensity, and color. The new spectator is less alert to "stories" 
than to the energetic discharge of the flux of music and images (Stam, 
1992: 215). However, such a view of subliminal perception of the 
spectator is not the final positioning of the spectator, but a more 
ephermal one. The energetic flux of music and images along with the 
narration, though not complex, allows a transformation in the diegetic 
space of the film. The diegetic space of the film has no more a 
resemblance to an external reality, but the space of the film, of 
Terminators, of Casper and of cyber animals of Jumanji is that of the 
"hyperreal," the space of the real (of actors, environment) and of the 
unreal (of cartoons, digital models, time tunnels) confused.
Baudrillard explains the "hyperreal" as follows:
"... the collapse of reality into hyperrealism in the minute of 
duplication of the real, preferably on the basis of another 
reproductive medium - advertising, photo, etc. From medium to 
medium the real is volatilized; it becomes an allegory of death, 
but it is reinforced by its very destruction; it becomes the real for 
the real, fetish of the lost object - no longer object of 
representation, but ecstasy of denegation and its own ritual
I
extermination: the hyperreal. ... The hyperreal represents a 
much more advanced phase, in the sense that even the
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contradiction between the real and the imaginary is effaced. The 
unreal is no longer that of dream of fantasy, of a beyond or a 
within, it is that of a hallucinatory resemblance of the real with 
itself." (Baudrillard, 1983: 141-2)
The pleasure of the spectator is no more "discovering the 'natural' in 
what is artificial and counterfeit," but in an "aesthetic fascination of 
confusion of the real and the unreal, and in the sychzophrenic state of 
subliminal perception of deception, montage, scenario - of the over 
exposed reality in the light of the models" of classical cinema 
(Baudrillard, 1983: 150).
The cinema can now never be treated as a "window" to external reality, 
but it demonstrates its own reality, not as a representation but as a 
system of simulation. Now that it bears no problems with the real, 
because it is itself what is real, one cannot talk about cinematic realism, 
or rather cinematic realism is, finally, the hyperrealism of cinema.
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6. FUTURE PROSPECTS
6.1. Synthetic Human Actors
The year 1995 was the time Hollywood discovered that computer 
visual effects, and more specifically computer-generated characters can 
play major roles in feature films. Development of computerized special 
effect techniques is the current preoccupation, as each film tires to 
achieve a better performance than previous ones by generating 
increasingly elaborate techniques to impress an ever-expectant 
spectator. The trend seems to be towards the absolute simulation of real 
human actors, as Tom Williams, executive producer in charge of 
digital effects in ILM predicts:
"Take a look at the projects we did. In Flintstones you saw a 
cartoon, Dino, acting like a cartoon. In The Mask you saw a 
person, Jim Carey, acting like a cartoon. In Casper, you saw a 
cartoon acting like a person. I think, the final stage will be a 
computer-generated person acting like a person and looking 
completely realistic. That's what we're going to do. If it doesn't 
happen on a project before it, it will happen with the next Star 
Wars films George [Lucas] plans to release [sometime after 
1997]." (Robertson, January 1996: S20)
Carl Rosendal, president of Pacific Data Images, is more enthusiastic 
about computer-generated films:
"Down the road you will see fully computer-generated films that 
are not animated - they will be sold and marketed as live-action 
movies that happen to be done entirely on the computer." 
(Robertson, January 1996: S20)
However, some directors coming from live action, are less enthusiastic. 
For instance, Roger Donaldson, the director of the science-fiction film. 
Species (1995), argues:
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"Animation is all one direction. The characters are all man 
made. It interests me in an intellectual way, but it is not as 
interesting as working with humans. With real actors you get 
feedback." (Robertson, January 1996: S6)
Whether computer-generated films will be wide-spread is uncertain, 
but it is certain that such films will constitute a significant genre. 
Digital recreation of human actors is proved to be technically possible, 
with the state-of-the-art modeling and rendering techniques, including 
"hair-raising effects." The technique called scanning, which involves 
running a laser beam over a person or object, feeding the minutes 
details of shape, texture and color into a computer, allows the storing of 
3-D digital data set of an actor inside the computer. Up to now, this 
process had been confined exclusively to the head (to the heads of 
Arnold Schwarzenegger, and Jim Carey, for example), but the first full- 
body scanner produced by Cyberware Inc. will allow the process to be 
applied to the whole body (Parisi, December 1995: 202).
Besides visual realism, incorporation of certain aspects of artificial 
intelligence, real-time animation devices, and Kinemation will serve 
to achieve behavioral realism. An intelligent characterization of the 
human form is being worked by Daniel Thalmann and Nadia 
Magnenat-Thalmann at the University of Geneva. Using methods of 
artificial intelligence, which can be thought of as a digital equivalent of 
a nervous system, they have produced a computer-generated model of 
Marilyn Monroe, that is able to learn from situations and to achieve, 
progressively, a virtually indistinguishable human behavior 
(Thalmann, 1993).
Real-time animation devices supported by motion-capture systems, 
cyber-gloves and flying mice, already, allow cartoon characters to 
perform on talk shows or at theme parks. When the system is applied 
to a realistic human model, nobody can be sure that the image on the 
screen is real.
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Kinemation, that has been developed by Wavefront, is breakthrough 
in motion animation. The system builds certain "instincts" to the 
model, so that when say, a hand moves, the muscles on the forearm 
flex automatically (Parisi, December 1995: 204). Rob Burges, 
Alias/Wavefront president, explains:
"We're writing software that not only allow you to create objects 
that have geometric qualities, color qualities, and texture 
qualities, but will also allow you to teach them to be objects." 
(Parisi, December 1995: 204)
Scott Billups is the first person in Hollywood to attempt to create a 
virtual Marilyn Moroe, who has ability to learn. Parisi, describes the 
Virtual Marilyn as follows:
"She is a dead ringer for Marilyn, but at certain angles she bears 
an uncanning resemblance to the original. She demonstrates an 
admirable if not entirely desirable range, with a propensity to 
slip at a moment's notice from strikingly beautiful to alarmingly 
grotesque. Her attempts at motion are as endearing as an infant's 
first feeble gestures; her awkward grace is as inspiring as it is 
frightening. Watching Marilyn recalls the chilly seduction of the 
first artificial flirt, captured so precisely in the classic climax to 
James Whale's 1935 Bride of Frankenstein." (Parisi, December 
1995:204)
The attempts to create synthetic human actors are also beginnings of 
the debates on replacement of human actors with synthetic ones. Like 
dublage, replacing of the sound of an actor for another, it would be 
possible to replace the cast of an actor for another, while preserving the 
image of the original. At the first International Artists Rights 
Symposium in April 1994, Tom Cruise had addressed:
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'Tm not afraid of technology. I think it is important not to 
restrict the creative aspect of what digital can do and to keep that 
growing. But in terms of limiting the use, in terms of redefining 
who we are... I don't want anybody else playing the roles I play, 
and I don't want to play anybody else's roles." (Parisi, December 
1995:210)
Spielberg points to the privilidgeness of computers only for when 
traditional cinematography cannot achieve, in a humorous way:
"Synthetic characters are fine, as long as they don't take work 
away from real actors. I couldn't find an actor to play a dinosaur, 
so I cast it in the computer." (Parisi, December 1995: 210)
No matter how the computer effects brought new inspirations to film- 
making, the heart of cinema, dependent on shining light through a 
celluloid strip that is pulled along at a constant rate behind the 
spectators in a darkened hall, remained essentially unchanged. 
However, emerging forms of media based on digital technology, are 
likely to bring alternatives to the classical form of presentation of films. 
Communications media are in the process of merging into each other. 
Therefore, it is impossible to talk about the future of cinema without 
accounts to newly emerging media. High-Definition Television 
(HDTV), interactive films, and virtual reality are the three potential 
technologies, that the current form of cinema is likely to merge with.
6.2. High-Definition Television
Television has provided an alternative medium of viewing films, 
however with a dramatically decreased size and quality of the image. 
When the film was too wide, television has also cut it on the sides. 
Emergence of HDTV will diminish the disqualification to an extent. It 
will provide a wider screen with a much better picture quality than that 
of the current television receivers. Current television projection 
systems suffer from the low-resolution of televisual image. High
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definition projection systems will offer consumers an approximation 
of a movie screening room. The boxy TV sets of the present may be 
replaced in near future by compact projectors hanging from the ceiling 
or hidden inside a coffee table, projecting wall sized images on big 
screens (Ebert, 1991).
HDTV will require computer storage and processing circuitry in the 
receiver. With the computer power within the HDTV set, and the 
necessary transmission technology, it will have a potential to be an 
interactive medium of communication (Slater, 1991).
6.3. Interactive Films
Interactive films can be treated as the extension of video games. The 
current video game boom, that has been built in the last nine years by 
two Japanese companies: Nintendo and Sega targeted the teenage boys. 
But the strategies aimed at other market segments and the use of new 
techniques to enhance the reality of game scenarios have attempted to 
expand the video game market beyond just young boys. Hollywood is 
now paying much more attention to the business. The potential for 
interactivity on new information systems has directed even more 
attention to the video game phenomenon. Computer and video 
technology made it possible to produce a game more quickly, and also 
to present increasingly realistic landscapes and to use real actors in 
game scenarios. Interactive films are the final cut of the revolution of 
video games, where the story of the film can be changed at will to lead 
to different ends. Appropriate movies became video games: Indiana 
Jones, Jurassic Park, Last Action Hero, Terminator-II, Robocop, 
Robocop vs. Terminator-II, Star Wars are to name a few. It is highly 
predictable that as Hollywood and the information high-ways of the 
future, with fiberoptic systems, continue; to merge, movies will not 
become video games, but they will be produced originally in the from 
of interactive films (Wasko. 1995: 209).
Gary Demo had predicted the form of interactive films within the 
future evolution of computer systems as follows:
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"The real-time simulation channel would be a direct feed from a 
super-computer like the Cray-1 running twenty-four hours a day 
and available on a subscription basis. So you just tune in connect 
your home computer to the central computer by phone modem 
and you become a part of the movie. The Image Utility presents 
the generic possibilities and you make variations based on your 
own personality and abilities. You control things, create a 
custom movie that will never be seen by anyone else. The 
entertainment value of interactive characters more beautiful 
than those of Disney animation, all customed to your 
commends, would be incredible!..." (Goodman, 1987)
6.4. Virtual Reality
The Goede of Paul Virilio, with its thousand-meter-square 
hemispheric screen, provides the spectator a partial experience of 
Virtual Reality (partial because it is not interactive, and because based 
on only senses of vision and sound). Virilio describes the electronic 
cinema of the Goede as a "non-Euclidean" cinema:
"... a topological, and relativistic cinema combining mobile 
camera with static building, the auditorium, and subjugating the 
screen and the various diffusers of sound, image and light to a 
computer." (Kuhn, 1990: 171)
He, further, describes how the filmic space covers the architectural 
space of the viewer, how the concept of diegesis is no longer valid:
"Set at a vertiginous thirty-degree incline, a thousand-meter- 
square screen covers its attentive viewers from head to toe. ... 
When screen becomes auditorium, a luminous space with no 
apparent points of orientation, the very scene of cinema is in the 
auditorium. The auditorium becomes a space whose proportions 
are determined no longer by architectural volume, but by editing 
of the film, o that the time/space of the sequences infinitely
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extends the volume of the auditorium - into filmic space." 
(Kuhn, 1990: 171)
With the Geode, the spectator experiences a radically different sense of 
filmic time and space. Motion-based movies (ride films) are similar 
sorts of phenomena. A continuous film strip of 4-5 minutes long, take 
viewer sitting on a motion platform to a natural or a supernatural 
journey. Bau Struye, the creative director of See3, an animation studio 
that has focused on production of motion-based movies, argues, that 
the impact of motion-based movies are not caused, though enhanced, 
by the motion base that rock the audience, rather by the sense of 
immersion evoked by the film's powerful imagery (Mahoney, February 
1996: 30). Computer graphics are indispensable resources of ride films 
to enable the viewers to explore worlds that do not exist or that do exist 
but are nearly impossible to capture using traditional methods.
Development of interactive ride films will increase the sense of virtual 
reality invoked by these movies. By interactive ride films, the 
participator will be controlling where he goes. However, Struye 
predicts that interactive motion based movies will complement their 
more passive predecessors rather than replace them:
"Not everyone wants to be in the driver's seat. Just like part of 
the enjoyment of going to a movie is that you are sort of locked 
into a particular story, a lot of the enjoyment of a ride film is the 
claustrophobic feeling you get because you do not have any 
power. If you see danger coming, you can't avoid it." (Mahoney, 
February 1996: 34)
The same argument holds for the possible evolution of cinema based 
on full virtual reality systems. Possible films of the future, that will 
provide sensory feedback, wide-field of view screens, and wearable 
interactive devices, will enable the spectator to move beyond synthetic 
films to some sort of all-encompassing spatial environment. While
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such films, as Baker suggests, will demolish the current boundaries of 
the third-party observer, they will not be dominating but alternative 
forms of cinematic experience. As Struye has argued, part of the 
enjoyment of viewing a film is the sense that the story of the film is 
out of control of the spectator.
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We are experiencing a new form of cinematic realism. New modes of 
production in contemporary Hollywood cinema emphasize visual 
spectacles over narratives. Fast-pace, high-action, plot-driven styles are 
dominant forms in the New Hollywood cinema.
In the New Hollywood cinema, the style system in the phenomenal 
process of narration that Bordwell has developed does not only 
function, in a seamless manner, for the construction of the syuzhet 
system and thereafter the fabula of the film, but also deliberately 
foregrounds the excessive stylistic devices to offer the spectator unique 
visual experiences (Bordwell, 1985). It can be argued that stylization has 
always been a deliberate concern since the films of Orson Welles. 
Invaluable innovations have developed accepted styles in the 
entertainment cinema, and have become a part of the traditional style 
system. However, the main concern of these stylizations were, in fact, 
to look for new ways of expression within the pregiven parameters of 
the cinematic apparatus, either to convey or to intensify a specific 
meaning. Therefore, they still function for the construction of a 
determined narration.
In the emergent styles of the New Hollywood cinema, we see that there 
is a tendency to extend the parameters of the cinematic apparatus by the 
utilization of computers. We also see that the main concern of 
developing new forms of expression is no more to tell a story in a 
different or a better way, but to demonstrate a unique visual spectacle 
that directly catches the spectator. In its extreme case, narration 
becomes a by-product of the film whose main concern is to have 
impact on the spectator with its excessive style.
The economical and technological history of Hollywood cinema shows 
that the emergent styles have been necessarily developed due to 
governmental regulations, the emergence of alternative entertainment
7. C O N C LU SIO N
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media such as television, home-VCR's, video games, etc., and the 
changing expectations of the spectators as result of their post-modern 
styles. The stylistic characteristics of the contemporary films, both 
reflect and, as an ideological mechanism, support the styles of 
eclecticism , appropriation, re-contextualization, and de- 
contextualization.
In such a view, cinematic realism cannot be understood by the degree 
that the representation conforms to the reality of physical (material) or 
social structures and by the degree the representation hides its 
enunciation, as the early theories of realism suggest. Cinematic realism 
is rather highly conventional and depends greatly on the expectations 
of the common sense. In other words, cinema is realistic as long as the 
elements of representation become stereotypes. The content and form 
of the cinematic representation no more matters. Hence, digital special 
effects that portray supernatural phenomena become a part of 
cinematic realism because they are so widely used and have great 
public acceptance. Moreover, applications of digital technology to 
feature super natural characters introduces new conceptions to the 
realism of cinematic performance. The distinction between computer­
generated characters and mechanically produced ones comes from the 
virtuality of the former and materiality of the later. Metz's arguments 
about the relation between the reality effect of a representation and the 
materiality of the vehicles of representation show that totally virtual 
computer-generated characters prove to have a greater cinematic 
presence than mechanically produced ones (Metz, 1974).
Once, the purpose of the plot system shifts from narrative 
development to demonstration of spectacles, digital special effects 
become excesses of films. On the other hand, with their proven 
cinematic presence they become realistic elements of films. This 
situation gives way to further implications of digital special effects as 
they reflect and enhance the new conceptions' brought to the 
spectatorial experience of Hollywood films. Namely, they become 
reflexive, intertextual, and hyperreal elements of films.
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Foregrounding of technological expertise in high-tech films introduces 
the notion of reflexivity. In some cases, as in Jumanji (Dir. Joe Johnson, 
1995), this characteristics of digital special effects even help to drive the 
process of identification, when computer-generated characters are also 
virtual within the story of the film.
The films. The Mask (Dir. Charles Russel, 1994) and Casper (Dir. Brad 
Silberling, 1995), that appropriate the characteristic of cartoon imagery 
to live-action films via digital special effects generate intertextual 
experiences. Co-presence of cartoon imagery with real film footage 
blurs the boundaries of generic classifications. Further, photo-realistic 
look of cartoon characters in live-action films challenges traditional 
understanding of realism in cinema.
Cinema can now never be treated as representation of external reality, 
be it in a fictions or factious manner. It goes further than being a 
representation and demonstrates its reality as a system of simulation. It 
becomes hyperreal collapsing reality and producing its own reality as 
more real than reality. Therefore, independent from the content and 
style of the films, cinema is perfectly realistic. Cinematic realism, 
finally, can only be the hyperrealism of cinema.
This thesis has attempted to provide some specific views to understand 
the changing conceptions of cinematic realism. It has expertized the 
subject focusing on the specific moment of spectating. Examination of 
socio-cultural, and ideological implications of digital special effects 
would be interesting subjects for further studies.
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aliasing: a stepped edge or "staircase" in computer generated images. 
Appears along lines that are not perfectly horizontal or vertical. 
Aliasing is especially noticeable in low-resolution monitors.
anti-aliasing: smoothing or removal of aliasing effects.
bump mapping: a texture mapping so that shading provides the 
appearance of a non-smooth surface.
computer generated imagery (CGI): image partially or totally 
generated in the computer.
fracta l: a mathematical function, usually having a geometric 
interpretation, containing elements of self-similarity. The self­
similarity may be identical, in which a portion of the function (or 
image) exactly replicates the whole on a different scale, or the self­
similarity may be statistical, in which average or other statistical 
properties are reproduced on a different scale. Natural phenomena 
such as cloud and terrain forms are fractals having statistical self­
similarity; the gross size of a portion of these structures cannot be 
estimated from scaleless images.
frame buffer: a special area of memory in a computer that holds the 
contents of screen display.
hidden-surface removal: the process of applying an algorithm to 
determine which portions of modelled three-dimensional objects 
should be visible in a rendered graphics scene and which portions are 
occluded by intervening objects.
8. GLOSSARY
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particle system: a computer graphics technique fro modeling 
irregular objects, such as clouds, smoke, and water, in which an object 
is represented by a time-varying collection of particles. The particles are 
graphics primitives similar to dots, which may be rendered with 
motion blur.
phong shading: a sophisticated smooth shading algorithm that was 
originated by Phong Bui-Tuong. The algorithm is best known for its 
ability to render precise, realistic specular highlights.
photo-realistic rendering: creating a realistic looking image from 
geometric data, often merged with image data.
pixel: short for "picture element", a picture cell; smallest element unit 
of the display screen grid that can be stored, displayed or addressed.
raster graphics: manner of storing and displaying data as horizontal 
rows of uniform grid or picture cells (pixels).
ray-tracing: an approach to rendering based upon the simulating the 
reflection paths of light among the graphics objects to the viewpoint.
rendering: computing an entire image (as an output of array of pixels) 
from a graphics data-base.
shad ing : the visual effects of light sources upon an object, as 
computed in a graphics system.
texture mapping: projecting a two-dimensional pattern or image 
onto flat or curved surfaces.
I
z-buffer: array of stored z (depth) values associated with the pixels in 
an image and used to perform occlusion.
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